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PREFACE

IN the many English books and pamphlets
which owe their origin to the present war
and are concerned with exhibiting its

causes and its meaning there is a general
and very natural tendency to lay special
stress upon those aspects of European
history which are most familiar to Western
observers and have the most direct bearing
upon the fortunes of the Western Powers.
Thus the war is sometimes depicted
the meyitable .jx>nsecmtxiae of

J;
he jseizure

of Alsace-Lorraine by Germany, some- --N

times as the product of the German desire

for a Colonial EJinpice^ sometimes as a
combination of both causes. Even when
authors have dwelt upon the Balkan

problem, with its widely ramifying conse-

quences throughout the Slavonic world,

they have seldom been inclined to assign
to it any preponderant weight among the
causes which produced the war. Medical
men speak of disease as being the result of

exciting and again of .predisposing causes,
and the fashionable diagnosis of the present
fever is that the Serbian problem was

only the exciting cause and that the pre-

disposing cause lay elsewhere and is to be
found in a singularly bold programme of
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national expansion which had been adopted
by the German Government and was

rapidly becoming the creed of the German

people, when the cannon first began to

roar last August. The plan, in short,
was to cow the continent of Europe by a

carefully prepared attack on France and
Russia and thereafter to win an Empire in

the world beyond.
Now Mr. Namier, whose grasp of Sla-

vonic affairs was made so familiar to his

Oxford friends, does not view the present
war from this fashionable Western stand-

point. He regards it as the inevitable

outcome of Germany's political association

with Austria and of the deep-rooted and
secular antagonism between Teuton and
Slav. The war, in his view, is not pri-

marily an African war, a struggle the roots

of which are to be found in the rivalries

generated by the partition of Africa, nor
is it a war contrived to clear the way for

a marine struggle with England, nor yet
is it a blow delivered with the purpose of

once and for all knocking all the nonsense
about Metz and Strasburg out of French
brains. It is an Eastern war, a continua-
tion of that age-long struggle between Slav
and Teuton which has entered as a problem
into the lives of every ruler of the Eastern
Marches since the days of Henry IV and
vi
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has furnished one of the main strands of

German history through recorded time.
And as it is primarily an Eastern war, so

in Mr. Namier's view the only satisfactory
settlement will be a radical reconstitution
of the East. Nothing less will content my
friend than the dissolution of the Austrian

Empire and the reconstitution of the Near
East on the basis of nationality. Germany
must keep all her German lands, Austria
must lose all her non-German lands. In

politics we cannot afford to be sentimental,
and no matter if Germany caused the

damage, Austria must certainly foot the

principal part of the bill.

To me the value of Mr. Namier's in-

teresting pamphlet lies not so much in his

recommendations for we can all recom-
mend as in his first-hand knowledge/of
the Slavonic peoples of the Middle East,

coupled with a sound and independent
grasp of modern historical literature.

History is very commonly written JHby
parrots, and though I would not be taken
as assenting to every proposition in Mr.
Namier's little volume, I gladly accede to
his request to furnish it with a note of

introduction. For in a world of many
echoes, here at least is an independent
voice -

H. A. L. FISHER
March 21, 1915

vn
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ANALYSIS OF CONTENTS

INTRODUCTION
THE origin of ..the-war lies in Eastern

fiur^e^By skilful management German
diplomacy could have prevented British,

perhaps even French intervention in the
war. The need for action against Russia
in defence of the

" Germanic System
"

in

Eastern Europe seemed urgent. Only
concentration of all forces in that direc-

tion could have secured success. German
statesmen failed to make the best of their

opportunities and especially to take ad-

vantage of the British
"
schoolboy

" view
of foreign politics.

I. PRUSSIA AND RUSSIA
Foundations of German influence in

Eastern Europe. Prussia's influence over
the Russian government was based on
common autocratic principles, on a com-
mon anti-Polish interest and on the
indifference which Prussian diplomacy
showed towards the problems of the Near
East. The community of autocratic and
anti-Polish interests was to some extent
caused and effectively strengthened by
the common origin of and the close con-

nection between the ruling circles of Berlin

ix
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and St. Petersburg. The "

Baltic fringe."
Germans in Russian government service ;

their relations to the Muscovite Russians.
The attitude of Prussian statesmen towards
Russia. The significance of the partition
of Poland for the mutual relations of

the two governments. It was largely due
to Bismarck's activity that the Russian

government chose, in 1863, repression and
not conciliation for its policy towards the
Poles. Similarly in the interests of his

own government Wilhelm II supported
and encouraged reaction in Russia during
the recent revolution. In doing so he
interfered in Russian domestic affairs to
an extent unusual in the relations of two
Great Powers.

II. THE GERMANIC POWERS AND
PANSLAVISM
About the middle of the nineteenth

century, only a wide Panslav movement
could have threatened the intimate con-

nection between the Russian and the
Prussian governments, but official Russia

adopted a one-sided
"
Byzantine

"
con-

ception of Panslavism. This conception
suited Prussia, as it diverted Russian

activity in a direction where it could not
collide with Prussian interests, but came
into conflict with those of the other Great
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Powers. Russian Panslavism has a double

basis, religious and linguistic. A primitive
Panslav unity is instinctively felt by all

Slav peasant communities. There is in-

deed a marked division between the Slavs
of the Latin and the Byzantine Churches,

yet those of the Western Slavs whose
culture has grown up recently from peasant
stock find in primitive Slavdom a binding
link with the Russian nation. The Roman
Catholic Tchechs are the originators and

pioneers of linguistic Panslavism. The
Poles have been separated from the other
Slav nations not only by their Western

religion, but also by their old, cosmopolitan
culture. Up till very recent times their

political thinking seems never to have
been seriously influenced by a consciousness
of their relationship to the other Slav

peoples. Yet without their reunion with
self-conscious Slavdom, Panslavism cannot

develop into an effective power.
Russian Byzantine Panslavism did not

disturb Bismarck whilst Austria was still

Prussia's chief enemy ; it did not seriously
disturb him even after she had become

Germany's ally. On the one hand he does
not seem to have fully grasped the nature
of Panslavism ; on the other hand, under
no circumstances would he have allowed
an aggressive Austro-Hungarian policy in

xi
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the Balkans to bring him into collision

with Russian Byzantine Panslavism. His
attitude towards Austria differed widely
from that of his successors. He followed
out the idea of a German State, he was not
a German Imperialist.

III. GERMAN IMPERIALISM
Its success in Eastern Europe could not

have remained a matter of indifference to

us ; it is universal in character and vague
in its

" scheme." This vagueness and
incoherence is to a large extent due to its

mixed spiritual ancestry and to a certain

material inheritance from the past. Ger-
man Imperialism is not simply a further

stage of Prussian expansion. The two
differ widely in character. Prussia's ex-

pansion was that of a strong, centralized

State. Modern Germany derives from
Prussia her organization, not her ideas.

The ideology of German Imperialism is of

German not of Prussian origin. Bismarck's

personality and policy expressed the spirit
of Prussian Junkerdom, those of Wilhelm
II are characteristic of modern German
Imperialism. Modern Germany is bur-
dened by the partial successes and by the
failures of the past.
German expansion in Eastern Europe

has resulted in but partial successes ;
it

xii
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has remained incomplete. It has burdened
the German nation with detached, un-
tenable outposts and with a ragged ethnical

border-line, unsuited for a political frontier.

The difficulties of the situation. The

European "Middle East," the district of

small nationalities and scattered German
settlements separates the home country
of the Great Russians from that of

the Germans. Its South-Western segment
constitutes Austria-Hungary. The Ger-
man Imperialist considers Austria Ger-

many's
"
heritage

" and Hungary her

vanguard. The German nation has failed

in the past to secure an Empire outside

Europe either for colonization or for trade.

The small size of the present emigration
from Germany is to some extent the effect

of her not holding any share of the White
Man's Land, and it cannot be relied upon
as proof for her not needing land for settle-

ment. The possession of dependent colonies

is of importance, from the German point
of view, not merely with regard to trade-

interests, but also for military and financial

reasons. Napoleon I's Imperial schemes ;

his struggle against Great Britain and his

attempts to reach Asia by an overland
route. Modern Germany in a similar,

though more advantageous, position.

Austria-Hungary until recently opened
xiii
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for Germany a gate into Turkey and Asia.

The Southern Slavs now bar her way and
Russia stands behind them. The political

vagaries of Wilhelm II bear a resemblance
to the strivings of Napoleon Ill's policy.
Their work was carried on under similar

circumstances, in a similar way, and with
similar results. Finally the rise of Ger-

many confronted Napoleon III with a

problem resembling that with which the
rise of Slavdom confronted Wilhelm II ;

the period of 1866-1870 corresponds to the

period of 1912-1914.
At the death of King Edward VII the

Germanic Powers had attained the zenith

of their predominance in Europe, and this

was accompanied by the apparent eclipse
of the Triple Entente. The moral and

political effects of the collapse of Turkey
and of the breakdown of Bulgaria. Austria-

Hungary has come to take the place of

the
"
sick man "

of Europe. Germany's
policy since 1912 ; either to repeat the

coup of 1909 or to fight. The present war
a direct outcome of the Balkan Wars.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The present war started over an Austro-

Hungarian problem, and the question of

the future of the nationalities inhabiting

Austria-Hungary remains its central and
xiv
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most important problem. The talk about

stamping out the spirit of German mili-

tarism is meaningless. Militarism forms
the creed of the German nation and will-

survive any number of defeats. Its forces

will, however, be weakened by the war

irrespectively of the terms of peace ;
the

loss of men and money caused by the war
will cripple it for the next few years ;

twenty years hence its effects will be felt

in a considerable decrease of the German
birth-rate, which has been anyhow falling
in recent years. The fall of the birth-rate

has affected the military position of France

incomparably more seriously than the
defeats of 1870.

Loss of true German land would merely
embitter Germany, only the non-German
provinces are to be taken from her,
ethnical Germany must be left intact.

But the non-German nationalities of

Austria-Hungary must be set free, the

Austrq-Hungarian State must be broken

up and German influence must be elimi-

nated from Eastern Europe. The diver-

gency of interests existing among the
different nationalities of Austria left the
Viennese government free to strike out its

own line of policy in foreign affairs ; only
to the Magyars, the dominant race in the
other half of the Dual Monarchy, had it to

xv
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pay any attention in foreign policy. Most
of the

"
Austrian

"
nationalities, whilst

pursuing their own political ambitions,
were prepared to leave the foreign policy
of the State as a whole in the hands of the
Viennese government, as they expected it

to abstain from any rash enterprise and

merely guard the existence of the State.

In the existence of the latter they acqui-
esced, as its rule was not oppressive. They
have now to fight for the German cause,

although they are hostile to everything
German. Austria-Hungary must cease to

exist on account of the outrage committed

by its government on its non-German
nationalities, and also because that is

necessary for the good of Europe in general.
The disruption of Austria-Hungary will

go far towards limiting German influence

to German territory.

xvi



INTRODUCTION

No impartial observer at the present day
can doubt, nor will any judicious historian

in the future question, that this country
has entered into the present war on purely

West-European grounds, in support of

France and in defence of Belgium. Our
own reasons for joining in the war and the

circumstance that operations first started

in the West tend to obscure for us the

equally incontestable fact that both the

origin of the present war and its chief

problems lie in Eastern Europe. Had
Germany kept to the policy of Bismarck,
who always carefully avoided fighting more
than one enemy or victim at a time, it is

almost certain that this war would not

have been fought on two fronts simulta-

neously. Placed in the position in which the

Kaiser found himself, or rather into which

he put himself, in the last weeks of July,
Bismarck would probably have struck with

all his forces at Russia ; meantime he

would have carefully abstained from giving

A 1
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any provocation to France ; he might not

even have asked the French what they
intended to do ; he would have promised

England to respect the neutrality of Bel-

gium, provided England declared that

she would defend that neutrality against
either side. If France in her own well-

understood interest had come to the assist-

ance of Russia, he would have limited

himself to the defence of the short and

well-fortified frontier facing Metz, Stras-

burg and Miilhausen, and he would have

abstained from attacking France by sea.

Under such circumstances no statesman,

however influential or eloquent, could ever

have persuaded the British public that it

was indispensable for our own safety, and
therefore our duty, to support Russia in

her struggle against the Germanic Powers ;

the British public, priding itself on its

insularity as if it was a virtue, would have

refused to interfere actively in an East-

European war.

A Bismarck at the head of the German

Foreign Office might have done even more ;

under the stress and for the sake of the

supreme struggle in the East, and in order

2
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to gain the sympathy of the West, he

might have offered the retrocession of the

purely French districts of Alsace and
Lorraine and of the Danish districts of

Schleswig to their respective countries.

Then the united German and Austrian

armies could have overrun the non-

Russian fringes of the Russian Empire,
before its mobilization could have been

even half-way complete. These fringes,

with a population of about fifty millions

(I include the Ruthenian Ukraine), could

have been formed into a buffer State

under a Hapsburg or a Hohenzollern.

Such a State would have been sufficiently

strong to afford protection to the two
Germanic Powers from Russia, but it

would have been itself in continual danger
from Russia's vengeance and therefore in

a constant state of dependence on Berlin

and Vienna. The dominion of Germany
on the European Continent would have

been established and the few hundred

square miles of regained territory on

her Eastern frontier would not have

saved France from becoming dependent
or from being crushed by Germany's then

3
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formidable power. Our turn would have

come next and we should have had to

fight a combination stronger than the

Napoleonic Empire had ever been. Fortu-

nately there was no Bismarck to direct

German foreign policy in July 1914, and
his successors seem to have inherited his

brutality without any of his shrewd-

ness.

They saw that now the time haeT come
to fight Russia. Thejiissolution of Turkey,
the expansion of Serbia, the estrangement
as wel} ^as

the growing ambitions of

Rumajjatei, the Slavonic awakening in

Ru&ia, were all factors threatening the

safety and integrity of Austria-Hungary.
Since 1912 Russia had started on an

enormous programme of increased arma-

ments ; the economic system of her colossal,

inaccessible Empire had not suffered and

was not suffering from the war tension

which in Austria-Hungary during the last

few years had been steadily pushing both

the State and numbers of individual

citizens to the verge of bankruptcy. In

five years' time, if Russia had been left to

complete her armaments, her own forces,

4
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without any assistance from Western

Europe, might have become superior to

the joint armies of Germany and Austria-

Hungary. Could the stroke at the non-

Russian fringes have been carried out now,
the future balance of power would have

been altered, and Russia would have found

herself thrown back to the East, almost

on to the lines which she had occupied
about 1770. This, however, could not

have been done by Germany without care-

ful management of the Western Powers,
and timely, liberal concessions to the

Poles. The German statesmen proved in-

capable of either of these two things, and

in their imitation of Bismarck it seems to

have escaped their notice that he never

bullied or attacked one big Power without

cajoling the rest.

Could they have cajoled us ? Decidedly
so ; but they never believed in our honesty,

they underrated our courage and power
of forming decisions, and they greatly
overrated our understanding of conti-

nental affairs. The description which

Mr. Frederic Harrison gave forty-four

years ago, during the Franco-Prussian War,
5
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of the attitude of the average Englishman
towards international problems holds good
to the present day, and it is with the

average Englishman, not with the states-

man in the Foreign Office, that the decisione
about war really rests.

..-:.
- **

-,

' There is so much of the overgrown

schoolboy in the English world," he wrote

in the Fortnightly Review for December

1870,
"
that great political movements are

judged by the childish rules of the play-

ground. People need to be reminded that

there is something in politics more pro-
found that the motto of a

'

fair field and
no favour.'

'

They would fight, and they
must fight it out,' says one.

' The weaker

is beaten, and must pay the stakes,' says
another.

' France began it,' says one.
'

Germany drove her to it,' says another.

. . . All this is the schoolboy view of

the war ..." and of foreign politics, we

might add. But the problem, Mr. Harri-

son went on to say,
"

is not a law-suit, nor

is it a personal quarrel. It concerns the

future well-being of Europe." *

1 "
Bismarckism," Fortnightly Review, vol. xiv,

1870, p. 632. Lord (then Mr.) Morley wrote in a

6
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It is fortunate with regard to

"
the future

well-being of Europe
"
that German states-

men did not understand that peculiarity
of the British mind and sinned against
that schoolboy morality of ours. If

Germany's procedure had been cunningly
correct to the very end. if they had man-

aged, in our view, to put Russia in the

wrong, the effects of a German victory

in Eastern Europe would still have been

exactly the same ; the Germanic system
would have not only survived in Central

and Eastern Europe, but it would even

have increased considerably in strength
and expanse and would have finally become
a deadly menace to this country.

similar strain in September 1870 :

" The simple
ideas and harmless sentiments which suffice, or

perhaps rather seem to suffice, for criticizing private
and domestic transactions, are worth nothing when
circumstances call upon us to measure the deep
currents and impalpable forces that underlie

the surface of ... Western civilization. . . ."-
" France and Germany," Fortnightly Review, 1870,

vol. xiv, p. 368.





I. PRUSSIA AND RUSSIA

THE German system and preponderance
in Eastern Europe is largely based on the

existence of States of mixed nationality
over whose Governments Germany can

exercise a considerable influence. Up to

a very recent date this held good not

only for Austria-Hungary and Turkey, but

even for Russia, though there were differ-

ences in the nature of the German influence

inside these various States. Austria had
to lean on Germany in her need of pro-
tection against Russia and Italy. Hungary
and Turkey shared with Prussia an anti-

Slavonic interest. 1 Russia was bound to

Prussia by an anti-Polish policy and by
common principles of autocratic govern-
ment. Few people in Western Europe
ever really grasped the nature of the

remarkable system of alliances and under-

standings by means of which the Germans

1 The anti-Slavonic interest was also one of the

chief factors which in the past united Rumania to

the Germanic Powers.

9
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were able to direct and dominate Eastern

Europe, notwithstanding the intense hatred

which almost every single nationality in

that part of the world feels against them.

That system always worked against the

consolidation of nationalities into homo-

geneous units, and in most cases acted

not merely as an indirect but even as

an immediate check on constitutional pro-

gress and the development of truly free

institutions.

Two reasons for the close connection

which bound the St. Petersburg that had

not yet changed into Petrograd to Berlin

are best expressed in Nesselrode's
"
politi-

cal testament," written on February 11,

1856 I
:

" Under any circumstances, in

j. ythe true interest of Russia and of our

v dynasty, our policy ought to remain, as it

has been in the past, monarchical and

anti-Polish. . . . We ought not to forget
that in the present crisis Prussia alone of

all the Powers has shown its firm desire

1 Count Nesselrode was Russian Chancellor for

over forty years ;
he was a German by birth and

never succeeded in learning how to speak Russian

properly.

10
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not to become hostile to us." 1 That

policy, based on anti-Polish and auto-

cratical principles, was common to the

two States. A third element making for

a good understanding between Berlin and
St. Petersburg lay in the fact that until,

and even for some time after, 1870,

Prussia was the only one among the Great

Powers of Europe which never showed any
direct interest in Balkan problems, the

absorbing concern of true Russian states-

men at that time. Benedetti, the French

Ambassador at Berlin, mentions in a

dispatch dated January 5, 1868, the care

with which Bismarck avoided pronouncing

any opinion on the Eastern Question :

" When one asks him about it, he answers

that he never reads the dispatches of the

Ambassador at Constantinople. ..."
There was still another factor affecting

the relations between Germany and Russia.

The accord of interests was strengthened

by the close racial ties which united the

ruling circles of the two capitals. Berlin

lies far away from the cradle of German

1 Cf. Archives russes, 1872 (pp. 337-40), quoted in

Hanotaux, Histoire de la France contemporaine, iv, 53.

11
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nationality and German culture. It origi-

nated as a military outpost in a conquered
land. So too St. Petersburg is built in an

ethnically foreign region, on the very
outskirts of the immense plains inhabited

by true Russians. It arose in a newly

acquired territory, the artificial creation

of a Tsar who personified the incoming of

the Western spirit. On the other hand,
Berlin and St. Petersburg both lie in the

same geographical region, in what we may
best describe as

"
the Baltic fringe."

Ethnically and historically the Pomeranian
and Prussian Junkers who rule in Berlin,

and the Baltic gentry which until very

recently constituted a dominant factor at

St. Petersburg, are of identical extraction ;

they are descendants of the different

Teutonic Knightly Orders, which spread
in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries

along the Baltic coast almost up to the

Gulf of Finland, exterminating or enslaving
the native Slavonic and Lithuanian races. 1

1 The Baltic gentry, both on the Prussian and 011

the Russian side, have preserved to the present day
all the good and all the bad characteristics of slave-

owners, and their power over their peasants remains

12
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Thus the understanding based on the

similarity of political aims and doctrines

can be said to have been strengthened by
the close personal connection of these two

governing circles. Still, in this, as in so

many similar cases, it is difficult to say
which was the cause and which the effect,

for in reality there was neither cause nor

effect, but interaction. The partition of

Poland was not the work of Slavonic

statesmen. It was opposed by Muscovite

statesmen like Chancellor Bezborodko,
who would have preferred not to take an

very considerable. The conditions of
"
Ost-Elbien

"

(the country east of the Elbe) are proverbial in

Germany. The hatred which the Lettish peasantry
in the Baltic provinces feels against the German
landowners is unequalled anywhere in Europe. In

1906, during the Russian revolution and exactly
seven centuries since the Germans had founded
their dominion at Riga, the Lettish peasantry rose

against the German nobility, destroying their castles

and driving out, though hardly ever killing, their

masters. No violence was done to Russian or

Polish landowners. After the collapse of the revo-

lution the German nobility took its revenge in a ^ t 8

]"
penal expedition

"
of a truly African character,'

the Germans being the only people who, at least in w^ 1

! ^&
Russia, have succeeded in developing

"
tropical

insanity
" even in Arctic regions.

13
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inch of Polish territory rather than to

partition a Slavonic country with German
States. But Catherine II, nee Princess of

Anhalt-Zerbst, could not have been ex-

pected to share similar scruples. Nor was
Russian autocracy, as we have known it,

of Slavonic creation ; a deep gulf lies

between the mystic, semi-religious Tsar-

dom of Moscow and the bureaucratic

machinery at St. Petersburg, staffed by
foreign place-hunters.
The true Russian never loved his hired

German masters, who ruled the country
without any real feeling for its needs or

proper understanding of its spirit. An
excellent picture of these conditions is to

be found in the Memoirs of Vitzthum,
who resided as Saxon Minister at St.

Petersburg just before the outbreak of the

Crimean War. " The highest posts in the

army and the diplomatic service," he says,
"
were filled by Germans, and the numerous

sons of the nobility of Courland and
Livonia regarded the Russian Empire
as an inexhaustible mine of offices and

riches. . . ." And he adds in a footnote :

" A Russian general of German extraction

14
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once went through the Army List with me
and proved to me from the officers' names
that the percentage of Germans increases

at every grade."
x And yet Russian

nationalism, which was rising at that time,

found its expression primarily in a hatred

of Germans. " A Courlander, occupying
one of the highest posts in the Foreign

Office," Vitzthum goes on to relate,
"

as-

sured me that he had warned the Emperor
himself of the arrogance of the Russian

party :

'

If your Majesty does not check

this mischief, we shall live to see in your

1 The lists of Russian officers in the war of 1812-14

contain the names of 617 Germans ; they include

one field-marshal, 60 generals, and 92 colonels and
lieutenant-colonels. A few of them had previously
served in the Prussian Army, some others joined it

in subsequent campaigns. Cf. Baron WrangelTs
article in the Deutsche Monatschrift fur Russland,
1913. About 1870, 80 per cent, of the officers of

superior rank in the Russian Army were of German
extraction. Cf. Klaczko, Les Deux Chanceliers,

p. 408. About the same time a significant incident

is said to have occurred at the presentation of the

officers of a Russian Army Corps to the Tsarevich ;

on hearing the Russian name of Kozloff after

having for a long time listened to nothing but

German names, he exclaimed : "At last, thank

Heaven !

"

15
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reign a St. Bartholomew's Night of all

German officials.' The Emperor, added

my friend, looked very grave and promised
to have matters mended." The Russian

Muscovite movements rose and fell, but

the Germans remained. Gortchakoff, on

becoming Russian Chancellor, decided to

clear his department of the
" German

intruders." He had not been in it long
before he had for his two chief assistants

a Herr von Westermann and a Herr
von Hamburger. Some twenty years ago
Prince Shachowskij tried to curb the power
which the Germans wielded in the Baltic

provinces ; he had to retire vanquished

by them. 1 The percentage of generals of

1 Prince Shachowskij was a true old Russian

aristocrat ; he hated, despised, and defied
"
the

rotten bureaucracy of St. Petersburg," which in his

view had ruled Russia too long. In 1885 he was

appointed Governor of Esthonia, and at once set

out on a passionate political campaign against its

German gentry ; they vanquished him. He writes

in his Diary : "I have become powerless ; they
have completely isolated me. Well the Germans
have won the day. But not by right and truth,

they have done it by lies and ruse. Hence their

victory cannot be of long duration. And woe to

the conquerors, when truth shall shine again. When
16
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German extraction during the Japanese
War, or of ministers or governors of

Livonian or Courlandish descent, \vas

by no means smaller than it had been

in Vitzthum's days.
1 Will the German

dominion in Russia be now definitely

broken by the victorious Slavonic move-

that will be, how or by what means, I do not know.
I trust in God and pray to Him that He may then

choose me for His tool." It was not to be ; broken

by the struggle, Prince Shachowskij died in 1894

at the age of forty-two.
1 The names of the most notorious organizers of

repression during the recent revolution in Russia

are prevalently German ; to name but a few of them :

Herr von Plehve, Baron von Nolken, Klingenberg,

Kleigels, Neidhardt, Seyn, etc. Even the cruelty of

a Tartar does not approach that of a German ; the

German beats the Mongol in being dispassionate,

systematic, and scientific. In almost every Jewish

pogrom in Russia the moving spirit has been a

person of German extraction. The "
system

"
of

pogroms as an antidote to revolutionary movements
was first invented by Plehve in 1882, after the

murder of Tsar Alexander II ; Plehve then held at

Warsaw the office of Oberpolizmeister (that is its

original Russian name). The first pogrom of recent

date, that of Kishineff, was enacted under Governor
von Raaben. On the other ha'nd, there has hardly
been a single leader in any of the Dumas bearing
a German name ; Hertzenstein is Jewish, not
~, fumm JT**i *'>**

German. ^ \s*
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ment and by the advent of a freer era, or

will they arise again and return to their

old position of power as soon as the storm

is passed ? Be that as it may, it is certain

that no true freedom can be expected for

Russia until they are swept away together
with that mischievous influence which

Berlin has for a century and a half exerted

in the Russian capital.

Even more peculiar than the attitude

of the Russians towards the Baltic Ger-

mans, and to some extent determined by
it, was the attitude of the Prussian states-

men towards the Russian Empire. They
were in closer touch with the governing
circle of St. Petersburg than with that of

any other capital ; they
"
talked the same

language
"

in the deepest and widest sense

of the phrase ; but they could not be

certain that those to whom they stood in

such close relation would remain at the

head of affairs for long. Bismarck, when
Prussian Ambassador at St. Petersburg,
felt strongly that the Uxkiills, the Keyser-

lings, the Noldes, the Brewerns of Livonia

and Courland were his first cousins. No-

where outside Prussia was he so much at

18
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home as at St. Petersburg ;

x and yet in

a way he avoided letting the connecting-
link become too visible, as any such

demonstration might easily have led to

some reaction of Slavonic feeling among
the

" autochthonous "
Russians. What if

that colossal, inert Slav nation had got
out of hand ? That apprehension never

seems to have been absent from the minds

of Prussian statesmen. They regarded

1 Not merely Russian Germans, but statesmen

actually in the Prussian service, were perfectly
"
acclimatized

"
in Russian government circles.

Freiherr von Stein, in 1807 a Prussian Minister,

entered Russian service a short time afterwards and

subsequently even represented Russia in Prussia.

Tsar Nicholas I used to tell to the Prussian Am-
bassador at St. Petersburg, Von Rochow, State

secrets which he did not tell to his own Chancellor.

If it was of importance that the latter should know
them, Von Rochow sometimes asked the Tsar's

permission to repeat them to him. In 1861, when
Bismarck's recall from the St. Petersburg Embassy
was already probable, Tsar Alexander II, as Bis-

marck tells us himself in his Reflections and Remini-

scences., asked him whether he was inclined to enter

the Russian service. That is certainly one of the

most extraordinary proposals ever made to an

Ambassador of a foreign Power. Thus Bismarck
had at one time the choice between becoming either

a Prussian or a Russian Cabinet Minister.
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Slavonic Russia with a mixture of con-

tempt and fear. Whenever the giant

moved, they tried by shrewd management
to turn his movements to their own ad-

vantage. But, except in cases of extreme

danger (as e.g. in 1813), they preferred
him not to move at all.

When leaving St. Petersburg Bismarck

engraved on a little trinket the words :

" La Russie, c'est le neant." l That phrase

expressed not merely an opinion, but also

a wish and a hope. Moltke was once

asked, before the war of 1866, whether

he wished to have Russia's help in the

coming struggle with Austria ;
he answered

in the negative, because
"
the Russian

help comes too late, and when it comes

it is too powerful." Prussian statesmen

wished to have Russia on their side as

a menace to their enemies ; they enjoyed
far less seeing her in action. So it had

been also a century earlier. Frederic II

wrote on March 8, 1769, to his brother

Heinrich in reference to Russia : "It is

a terrible Power and in half a century
it will make all Europe tremble." Ought

1
Cf. Klaczko, Les Deux Chanceliers, p. 137.
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he to have opposed its movements ?

" One
of two things could have been done,"
wrote Frederic II at a much later date,
"
either to stop Russia in her course

towards immense conquests, or, which

was the wiser of the two, to try to profit

skilfully by them. The second alterna-

tive adopted with regard to Poland

entailed, moreover, a direct political ad-

vantage for Prussia ; the partitioned Slav

State on her Eastern frontier became for

her a guarantee against Panslavism, and
that most arbitrary line across Polish and
Lithuanian country, which constitutes the

boundary between Prussia and Russia, is

one of the very few European frontiers that

up to now has never been altered, nor

even seriously questioned, since they were

drawn at the Congress of Vienna in 1815.

Prussia did not merely do all she could

to enable Russia to carry out her anti-

Polish policy ; she took good care that

Russia should persevere in that line. At
the time of the Crimean War, Bismarck
threw his whole weight on the side of those

who at Berlin opposed Prussia's joining
the enemies of Russia ; not merely because
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Prussia had " no interest in the Eastern

Question that could possibly justify a war
with Russia," and by joining her enemies

would have burdened herself
" with a last-

ing feeling of revenge on Russia's part,"
but also because a defeat of Russia might
have opened up the Polish question.

1 That
had to be prevented ;

" our geographical

position, and the intermixture of both

nationalities (the Germans and the Poles)
in the Eastern provinces, including Silesia,

compel us to retard, as far as possible,

the opening of the Polish question. . . ." 2

During the years preceding the outbreak

of the Polish Revolution of 1863, Bismarck

did his best to oppose the policy of those

Slavonic statesmen in Russia who wished

for the solution of the Polish problem by
way of concessions to the Poles. The
choice with which Russia was then con-

fronted, between a policy friendly to the

Poles and one hostile to their national

aspirations, affected even wider problems
than those concerning the Eastern

provinces of Prussia.
" For the German

1 Bismarck, Reflections and Reminiscences, i, 124.
2 Ibid. p. 342.
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future of Prussia the attitude of Russia

was a question of great importance. A
philo-Polish Russian policy was calcu-

lated to vivify that Russo-French sym-

pathy against which Prussia's effort

had been directed since the peace of

Paris. . . .

" l Soon after the outbreak of

the Polish Revolution, Bismarck concluded

(in February 1863) a treaty with Russia

concerning the common measures to be

pursued for the suppression of the insur-

rection. 2 This treaty had, to the mind of

its author,
" a diplomatic rather than

military significance. It stood for the

victory in the Russian Cabinet of Prussian

over Polish policy, the latter represented

by Gortchakoff, the Grand Duke Constan-

tine, Wielopolski, and other influential

people. . . .

" 3 Grand Duke Constan-

tine, according to Vitzthum the only
member of the Imperial family who hated

1 Bismarck, Reflections and Reminiscences, p. 336.
2
Poschinger relates that in reference to that

treaty Bismarck said on February 11, 1863, in

conversation with the British Ambassador, Sir

Andrew Buchanan :

" For us the suppression of the

insurrection is a question of life and death."
3
Bismarck, Recollections, i, 342.
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the Germans and favoured the Panslav

movement, and Marquis Wielopolski, the

leader of the conservative Poles who
followed in the footsteps of Prince Adam
Czartoryski and wished for the reunion of

Poland under Russian suzerainty, had to

leave Warsaw and were succeeded by a

Governor-General called Berg. To quote

again Bismarck's own words :

" The conven-

tion said
' checkmate '

in the game which

anti-Polish monarchism was then playing

against philo-Polish Panslavism within the

Russian Cabinet." * On the anti-Polish

side was the autocratic interest, as
"
liberal

concessions, if granted to the Poles, could

not be withheld from the Russians
"

; for

the same reason, says Bismarck, Russian

constitutionalists favoured the Poles.

The military results of the Russo-Japa-
nese War were hailed with joy or at

least received with a feeling of relief in

Germany and Austria-Hungary ; Germany
proceeded to increase her naval pro-

grammes, and her policy of Weltpolitik
and world-power was becoming more and

1
Bismarck, Recollections, p. 343.
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more aggressive, wherever an opportunity
offered itself, as e.g. in Morocco at the

time of the Casa Blanca incident. Austria-

Hungary henceforth felt free from the

danger of meeting with serious resistance

from Russia in her Balkan policy and

began transferring her troops from Galicia

to the Italian frontier. There was, how-

ever, one possibility which could not be

overlooked ; as the result of the Russian

defeat in the Far East, concessions to the

constitutional movement in Russia and
to the principles of Polish nationality

might be imposed on the Russian Govern-

ment. The German Government clearly

understood that any Russian Assembly,
whether conservative or radical, would be

strongly anti-German and certainly would
not let itself be influenced from Berlin

or managed by the Baltic gentry and

bureaucracy.
In July 1905 the Kaiser met the Tsar

at Bjorkoe. The meeting took place at

the Kaiser's own initiative and caused

everywhere a good deal of surprise. Yet

previous actions clearly indicated its pur-

pose. 'It is an open secret," wrote the
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St. Petersburg correspondent of The Times

on July 27, 1905,
"
that at least on one

occasion the Emperor counselled the Tsar

to make peace and establish a stable order

of things in Russia." When the constitu-

tional movement was at its height a wire-

less communication by means of warships
was established between Peterhof and

Berlin, a fact which evoked at St. Peters-

burg
"
surprise and disapproval, as being

another evidence of the Kaiser's desire to

exert tutelage over the Tsar." x About a

week later martial law was proclaimed in

Poland. It seems that this unexpected

change of attitude concessions to the

Poles, not repression, were expected at

that time and were moreover favoured by
public opinion in Russia itself was due

to an offer, or rather a threat, of German
intervention in Poland. 2 Some months later

Kaiser Wilhelm II repeated in public his

offer of assistance against the so-called

Revolution
;
when proposing the health of

the Tsar at a banquet of the Alexander

Regiment, he "
spoke of the lower classes

1 London Times, November 6, 1905.
2 Cf. Times, November 15, 1905.
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revolting against their sovereign, and de-

clared himself ready to help the Tsar." l

It is almost certain that Prussian influence

had something to do with the dissolution

of the First Duma and that a new offer

of assistance against the Poles and the

Russian agrarian movement was made
at that time. Whilst public opinion in

England and France, although condemning
the excesses of the revolutionaries, watched

with favour, we might almost say with

anxiety, the growth of the constitutional

movement in Russia, hoping that it would

strengthen the country and lead to a

speedy recovery after the war with Japan,
Prussian conservatives treated it as con-

trary to their own most vital interests.

To choose but one example, the Prussian

Reichsbote went so far as to declare on July
26, 1906, that should Russian autocracy
be overthrown, the German Empire would

come next. The Kaiser's exertions on be-

half of reaction did not remain unacknow-

ledged, nor did England's sympathy with

Russian parliamentary development escape

1 Cf. the Paris Figaro, July 21, 1906, and the

London Times, July 23, 1906.
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notice. The St. Petersburg correspondent
of the London Times reports on February 7,

1907 :

" The Union of the Russian People,
1

which boasts exactly nine electors out of

1423, but nevertheless claims to represent

Russia, in sending congratulations to the

German Emperor to-day, through its organ,

publishes a long and violent declaration

in favour of an alliance with Germany
against perfidious Albion." 2 The telegram
was promptly answered by the German

Emperor. German influence on Russia

has been anti-constitutional as it has been

also anti-Polish. 3

1 Another name for the organization of the
"
Black Hundreds."
2 The Times, February 8, 1907 ; the

"
electors

"

mentioned in the wire were those chosen for the

Second Duma ; the elections are of two degrees and
the figures given above seem to cover the whole

of Russia.
3 It is not possible to do justice in a few short

paragraphs to so vast and complicated a subject as

is the history of the mutual relations of Russia and
her Germans ; yet even where justice cannot be

done to a subject, limitation of space is no excuse for

doing injustice to people. I therefore wish to rectify

some wrong impressions which my remarks might
leave in the minds of their readers.

My object was to bring out the sinister influence
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which Germans have had on Russian Government
and the disastrous principles with which they have
imbued its actions in certain spheres of politics.

This, however, represents only one side of the

question and it would be ridiculous to deny the

good work which thousands of patient, hard-working
Germans have done in Russia,' not only in industry
and agriculture, but in Government itself; they
have contributed to the building up of its organiza-
tion and have taught Russians much that is valuable

about the technical side of governance. But even

the most honest among them could not give her

that which was not in them, i.e. the spirit com-

patible with the liberty of a free commonwealth.
For this reason also, in proportion as Russian society

acquires or has by now acquired the lessons of

Western civilization and administration, further

German tutelage becomes not only unnecessary,
but even more disastrous than it had ever been

before.

Some of my foregoing remarks might give the

impression that I classified as Germans all those

Russians who happen to bear German names. It

would be ludicrous to consider a man a German

merely because his ancestors in the strict paternal
line happen to have been Germans, even if all his

other ancestry and all his associations are Russian.

Many of the
"
Baltic barons " have proved traitors ;

many have behaved in an at least
"
dubious manner "

(e.g. the by now famous marechal de noblesse of

Courland, von Manteuffel) ; the late Count Witte,
the son of a German, thought fit even during this war
to put himself at the head of a pro-German move-
ment. Yet there are scores of Russian statesmen,
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officers, or officials bearing German names whose

good faith cannot be doubted.

I am indebted to Professor Vinogradoff for

reminding me of these misunderstandings, which

might have possibly arisen from the foregoing.
I could not sum up the whole matter in a better way
than by quoting his own letter on these points.

Although sympathizing with my main thesis he says :

" The Germans and other foreigners (e.g. Scots)
have served Russia faithfully on many occasions,

and German names are not a sure guidance as to

German feelings, or actual nationality. There are

Engelhardts and Korffs in Russia, who neither

speak nor feel German. ... In fact, all nations

have had to take lessons from more fortunate

neighbours this is a law of history. The important

point is that teachers are unable to keep pupils

indefinitely on the school-bench and that Russia

has reached the age of discretion."
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II. THE GERMANIC POWERS
AND PANSLAVISM

ABOUT the middle of the nineteenth cen-

tury only one obvious danger threatened

the intimate connection between St. Peters-

burg and Berlin ; it lay in the possibility

of a sincere reconciliation between Russia

and the Poles. The union of these two
nations of which one stands at the head

of the Byzantine group, and the other is

the most cultured among the Central

European, Roman Catholic Slav nations

could not have failed to exert an almost

incalculable influence on European history.

It would have led to a cultural reunion of

all Slavdom ; it would have restored the

connection between those whom we may
describe as the more primitive Slav nations,

and the Poles, who have stood for the last

four centuries in closer touch with Western

Europe than with the other branches of the

Slav group. On the other hand, the ties

which bound Poland to France, in case of

a reconciliation between Russia and the
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Poles, would have served to bring the

whole Slav world into closer contact with

Western Europe. As Bismarck expressed
it in the passage quoted above,

" a philo-

Polish Russian policy was calculated to

vivify that Russo-French sympathy against
which Prussia's effort had been directed

since the Peace of Paris." Had a wide

Panslav movement grown up, the wrongs
inflicted by German Governments on the

Western Slavs would have been felt to be

insults offered to Russia, and Panslavism

would have come to recognize in the

Germans rather than in the Turks the

chief enemy of Slavdom. But the union

of Slavdom was not yet destined to be

realized at that time. A one-sided inter-

pretation came to be put by official Russia

on the Panslav idea, an interpretation
which suited the Prussian Government to

perfection. The ideas of a Polish reunion

under Russia and the plans for the libera-

tion of all Polish territory from German

dominion, which Tsar Alexander I had

cherished it is true, with varying warmth
were definitely dropped by him about

1820 ; the influence of Prince Adam
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Czartoryski, the only Pole who ever held

the post of Russian Foreign Secretary,
was superseded by that of a Greek, Count

Capo d'Istrias. 1 The original Byzantine

conception of Panslavism came to be once

more adopted by the Russian Government,
and consequently its view of international

politics became predominantly, we might
almost say absorbingly, Balkanic. The
influence which different events might
exercise on the situation in Turkey hence-

forth formed for Russia the touchstone

of her attitude towards most European
problems, whilst her understanding with

Prussia safeguarded the two points on

which she had a passive, conservative in-

terest. The Balkan Question itself
"

tra-

vaillait pour le roi de Prusse." During
the most critical twenty years of inter-

national European history, between 1851

and 1871, each of the other three Great

Powers of Europe, England, France, and
1 The most interesting collection of documents

throwing light on the ideas and personality of

Prince Adam Czartoryski, published in a West-

European language, is the book by M. Claude

Mazade, Memoires du prince Adam Czartoryski,

Paris, 1887.
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Austria, had in the Balkan peninsula
interests of its own, conflicting with those

of Russia ; Prussia alone could declare

her sincere desinteressement in Balkan

problems. Bismarck positively favoured

Russia's intentions and ambitions with

regard to Turkey. He was glad to see

Russia's attention diverted to a distant

region, which at that time lay altogether
outside the sphere of Prussian interests ;

he understood that a great nation requires
an outlet for its imagination and its ideal,

sentimental needs ; he was glad to see

Russia rinding it where she was bound
to come into collision with the chief rivals

of Prussia. Thus Russia's activity and
interest in Turkey became an additional

guarantee both to Prussia of her continued

inactivity and conservatism in relation to

the Polish Question, and to all Germans
of her attitude of reserve with regard to

the Western Slavs. The idea of liberating
the Tchechs, Slovaks, Slovenes, and Croa-

tians from German dominion could not

have been taken up by Russia, even for

mere geographical reasons, as long as she

kept to her agreement with Prussia con-
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cerning the Poles. The wider, liberal

Panslav ideal, which about 1850 found its

exponents in the most prominent literary

men of all Slav nations (not excluding
the Poles) gave way to a more restricted

programme, strongly tinged by Russian

conservative, religious influences.

There is and always has been a double

basis to Russian Panslavism. One of its

foundations/ is linguisj^d, the other is

religious,; The two are, however, inter-

twined and interwoven in the Russian

mind to an extent which renders a clear

separation between them practically im-

possible. Religious Panslavism is certainly
the older of the two, and is essentially

conservative ; it had been for centuries

the political creed of all the Russian clergy
and of all true Greek-Orthodox Christians.

Linguistic nationalisms are of compara-

tively recent growth ; they did not develop
into conscious, political movements until

the beginning of the nineteenth century,
and then, however "

popular
"

they may
have been in their tastes and ideals, were

fostered and propagated by members of

the more liberal, educated, upper and
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middle classes. The aim of the old reli-

gious Russian Panslavism was the libera-

tion of its co-religionists from Turkish

rule ; its ideal was the establishment of

a Holy Greek Empire of Russian nation-

ality, with its capital at Constantinople,
with its spiritual centre in the Hagia

Sophia. Still, the fact that such a con-

siderable proportion of the Eastern Chris-

tians in the Balkans are Slav, and the

fact that the close affinity of the Russians

with the Serbians and Bulgarians is as

clear as is the wide gulf which separates
them all from the Turks, added a national

Slav colouring to the religious bond.

This primitive Byzantine Panslavism did

not, however, exclude from its fold the

Wallachians, Moldavians, and Greeks, in

whom it saw Orthodox Christians, not

Rumanians or Hellenes. It included them

owing to a lack of due appreciation of the

importance of linguistic nationalism. But
as soon as the nationalisms of the non-

Slav nations in the Balkans became more

pronounced, the cleavage made itself felt.

Hellenism, which turns for its ideals to

the ancient world rather than to mediaeval
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Byzantium, began as early as 1825 to

look to England, not to Russia, as its

friend and champion. Latin Rumania
owes its consolidation to France.

Even religious Panslavism naturally
rests to a large extent on a foundation of

linguistic affinity and of common or similar

traditions. In a crude, unreasoned way
the Panslav idea is felt by every Slavonic

peasant. From the JEgeau up to the

Arctic Ocean, from the Bohemian Moun-
tains and the Southern Karst to the Altai

Range and far-off Sachalin, there is a

certain distinctive atmosphere, which sur-

rounds and permeates the life of the Slav

village, which binds the Slavs together
and differentiates them from all that which

is not Slavonic. It is hard to define that

common element, it is easy to ridicule

those who assert its existence ; and yet it

exists. Though inaudible to arguing dis-

believers, the voice of Slavdom is heard

by all those who have ears for anything

beyond their own wisdom. The spirit of

Slavdom is alive, and it shows itself in

many different ways, and will still break

out in many new forms. It will find its
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incarnation in different forms, as it flows

from many different sources. Its mj^stic

light burns under the cupolas of the

Russian Church ; it lives in the faith of

Dostoievsky and Tolstoi ;
it finds its

expression in the gorgeous and yet primi-
tive art of Slav Byzantinism. It pervades
the life of the Ukrainian steppes and their

clustered villages ; it sounds in its long-

drawn, melancholy peasant songs ; it

flashes through the many bright colours

of its peasant art : it lives in them all,

proud, dignified, and self-centred. And

again, in a different variation, it appears
in the Polish Mazur, wherever he has not

been discoloured into a poor by-product
of West-European or American industrial

life ; in its Polish form it attains its

highest literary expression in the dream
and legend with which Wyspiaiiski sur-

rounded Poland's Akropolis, the Castle

Wawel that over-towers Cracow. It ap-

pears again in the traditions and ballads

of the Serbians, in the historic inheritance

of the Tchechs, in the rich peasant-art of

the Slovaks. Everywhere alike the spirit

of Slavdom finds its fullest expression in
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peasant-life, and its strongest binding-link
it finds in language ; every Slav, whatever

variation of tongue he may speak, is at

least able to understand every other Slav.

They call their own wide, racial group by
a name derived from the term "

word."

They themselves are
"
the worded ones

"
;

their foreign invaders from the West, the

German conquerors and oppressors, they
all call by a name meaning

"
the dumb

ones,"
"
those incapable of speech."

And yet the division of the Slav nations

into those whose Church finally came to

acknowledge the supremacy of Rome and
those who remained with the Eastern

Church stands for more than mere religious

difference. It carries with it a difference

in tradition and connections, even a differ-

ence in antagonisms. Europe, to the

present day, falls into the two divisions of

the Latin and of the Byzantine Empire.
Whatever may be the difference inside the

Western half, all its provinces have passed

through similar stages of economic and
intellectual development, most of them
have been moulded by the feudal organiza-

tion, almost all of them have felt the
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effects of the discoveries of the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries. They have

passed through the stages of mediaeval

scholasticism, of the Renaissance, of the

Reformation and Counter-Reformation ;

they all, up to comparatively recent days,
looked to Rome either with reverence or

with bitter hostility. The longer and
richer the cultural history of a nation, and
the older and more numerous its upper
and middle classes, the deeper is the

common impress which that common

development has left upon them.

The Tchech upper and middle classes,

which had taken a very important part in

the intellectual movements of Europe in

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,

suffered very considerably in the Hussite

Wars ; they almost disappeared in con-

sequence of the disasters of the Thirty
Years War ;

their remnants were assimi-

lated by the Germans. Those of the

Southern Slavs, who belonged to the

Roman Catholic Church, did not partici-

pate in the intellectual development of

Western Europe during that formative

period of its cultural life from which we
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date the modern era of European history.

The nineteenth century found the Tchechs,

Slovaks, Slovenes, and Croatians as nations

of peasants, practically devoid of any

upper or middle classes. 1 When, in the

first half of that century, the period of

their national Renaissance began, their

culture grew up from the true Slav peasant

stock, and though Roman Catholic, hence

Western in religion, these nations remained

closely allied to the Eastern Slavs. The
Tchechs became the leaders and pioneers
of linguistic Panslavism ; we cannot expect
to discover in them its religious or Byzan-
tine side, as they do not belong to the

Eastern Church. In all their history the

Turk practically does not appear at all,

but they know from their own experience
that the dominion of certain so-called

Christian nations can be much worse than

even that of Huns or Tartars. The whole

history of the Tchech nation is the history
of resistance against German encroach-

ments. Like an advanced bastion Bohemia

1 Their condition finds its nearest resemblance in

that of the Roman Catholic Irish peasantry in the

eighteenth century.
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stands in its mountainous quadrangle, a

remaining Slav outpost pushed straight in

between Berlin and Vienna. The arms of

the German octopus encircle it. One arm,

following the Oder, forces its way between

the Tchechs and the Poles and stretches

down towards the Carpathians. These two

nations, the Tchechs and the Poles, who
in the Middle Ages were neighbours on a

long continuous line, at the present day
only just remain in touch on a front of not

more than forty or fifty miles. From the

north-west and south-west, from Saxony
and Bavaria, the Germans have penetrated
into the Bohemian Mountains. Another

arm of the German octopus stretches up
from the south, from the Danube, in a

north-eastern direction. When the days
of their national revival came, the Tchechs

had to fight inch by inch for breathing-

space against the Germans, and in that

struggle were looking for mutual support
to the other Slavonic nations of Austria-

Hungary, and for help to Russia. But
whereas the Balkan Slavs were appealing
to their Russian co-religionists for help

against the
"

infidels," the Tchechs found
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their communion with the Russians in the

original linguistic and cultural community
of all the Slav nations, who have main-

tained their Slav purity, and on that basis

they made their appeal to Russia.

The case of the Poles, however, was

very different. Neither Byzantine reli-

gious feeling nor the primitive Slav instinct

could form a link between Russia and the

Poles. Of all the Roman Catholic Slavs,

they are the only ones who had not lost in

past centuries their upper classes to some

conquering nation, but have developed
a rich culture of their own and entered

the circle of West-European nations. They
passed through a period of Renaissance

in the fifteenth and of Reformation in

the sixteenth century, during which their

University of Cracow ranked among the

first in Europe. Their political, philoso-

phical, and religious literature of that

period was written very largely in Latin.

Their constitutional and legal development,
similar to that of Hungary, was influenced

by Roman law and history. Late in the

sixteenth and in the seventeenth centuries

they passed through a period of Counter-
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Reformation, and in their culture and their

outlook on life we can to the present day
see traces of the influence of the Italian

Jesuits of that period. In the eighteenth

century, from having been Romans and

Italians they changed into the Gauls of

the North. French became the language of

good Polish society, and the intellectual

and even political life of the Polish nation

came to be linked up with that of France.

They supplied Napoleon with many of his

most faithful followers, and they kept up
the Bonapartist tradition through the

best part of the nineteenth century with

no less, and perhaps even with more,
ardour than the French themselves. After

the Revolution of 1830 the Polish
"

intel-

lectuals
"

emigrated in tens of thousands

to France and subsequently fought in all

French wars and revolutions. 1 In 1870

and during the period of political unsettle-

ment which followed on the peace of 1871

the Poles still hoped for a great Roman
Catholic league under French guidance

1 Even in such a purely domestic French move-
ment as was the Commune of 1871, two of the chief

generals were Poles : Wroblewski and Dabrowski.
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directed against Prussia and Russia ;

from

its victory they expected their own national

revival. Their last hopes did not alto-

gether collapse until after 1878 ; and then,

having since about 1867 made their peace
with the Viennese Government, which had

completely handed over to them the ad-

ministration of Galicia, they naturally

transferred their loyalty to the Austrian

State as the only one which gave them
full possibilities for national development.

They never took much interest in the

other Slavonic nations either in Austria

or beyond its boundaries. Their chief

fear was of Russia. In Austria itself

their chief opponents were the Ruthenians,

another Slavonic nation, which forms about

half the population of Galicia, but which,

being a mere peasant-nation, had been

left by the Viennese Government under

the dominion of the Polish aristocracy.

The Austrian Poles, of course, have never

felt any sympathy for Germany, and

especially not for Prussia, where their

fellow-countrymen are cruelly oppressed.
Still the chief concern of the Austrian

Poles was henceforward their own safety,
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which appeared inseparably connected with

that of Austria. In the Austrian Parlia-

ment almost all their representatives went
so far as to vote regularly in favour of the

Triple Alliance, though that meant support-

ing the power of Germany. They saw no
alternative to it, for however hateful to

them a connection with Prussia must

always have appeared, Russia was follow-

ing a policy towards them identical with

and, in fact, influenced by that of Berlin.

By keeping up an anti-Polish policy
in Russia, by tolerating and, indirectly,

even protecting Polish liberty in Austria,

Prussia succeeded in preventing a consoli-

dation of Slav feeling in either of these two

States, and although the enemy of every
nation in Eastern Europe, she remained

the friend of each of its Governments,

protecting and insuring in some miraculous

way every one against every one else.

Thus the Poles had neither Slav feelings

nor Slav traditions, nor did the other

Slav nations feel much brotherly love for

them. And yet, without them no Panslav

movement could possibly grow up in the

Northern region of Eastern Europe. Their
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country lies in between the Tchechs and
the Russians, and as long as the Poles

stand aloof from the Slav brotherhood,
Panslavism cannot possibly grow into an

effective power on Germany's Eastern

flank. No change could be expected in

the attitude of the Poles as long as the

Russian Government kept to what Bis-

marck openly called
"
the Prussian policy

"

towards them. That policy has now been

repudiated by Russia and we must hope
for further development along that line.

Then and then alone can we look for the

rise of a wider Panslavism, for a revival

and development of what had been the

creed of the leading thinkers of all Slav

nations about the middle of the nineteenth

century ; of that creed which Bismarck

feared and which he vanquished in 1863.

During the period preceding 1871, Bis-

marck not only did not fear Russia's

Balkanic Panslavism, but on the contrary

rejoiced in its existence ; it appeared to

him as a safety-valve against a wider

Slav movement, and as a source of friction

between Russia and the other big European
Powers. Even after the era of Prussia's
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rivalry with Austria had closed, and the

common German element in their Govern-

ments, which had so long divided them,
had changed into a link connecting the

two, Bismarck still failed to face the fact

that the conflict between the interests of

Austria and Russia in the Balkans might
in time become a source of real danger to

the relations between Russia and Germany.
On the one hand, he does not seem to have

taken Russian official Panslavism very

seriously. Judging, perhaps, too much
from those high Russian officials whom
he knew best and who, if not actually of

German extraction, were at least of
"
the

German connection," he did not altogether
believe in its sincerity, but rather saw in

it a kind of governmental demagogy play-

ing on the religious and the national

feelings of the people. He expected that

in the case of Serbia and Bulgaria, Russia

would meet with disappointments similar

to those which it had experienced with

regard to Greece and Rumania, and that

as a sentiment Balkan Panslavism would

finally
"

fizzle out." On the other hand,
had Germany kept to the line of foreign
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policy laid down by Bismarck, she would
never have actively interfered in Balkan
affairs. He warned Austria and Germany
to restrain

"
Hungarian chauvinism," to

abstain from taking the initiative in

Balkan affairs, to leave to England the

task of keeping Russia out of Turkey,
and to let her consequently incur Russia's

hatred. In Balkan affairs his conserva-

tism was one of which "
reserve

"
rather

than "
the preservation of the status quo

"

was the watchword ; his endeavour on
that scene was directed towards avoiding

dangers rather than towards the achieve-

ment of aims. Bismarck must have seen

that the disruption of Turkey implied

grave perils to the Austro-Hungarian Mon-

archy, that the Serbian national movement,
with its aspirations towards national

union and independence, might spread
across the Austrian border. He faced and
overcame that danger in 1876, he even

gained for Austria-Hungary in 1878, by
the occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
an accession of territory inhabited by
Serbo-Croatians. Did he hope that the

Serbian problem could be shelved for
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ever ? Did he fail to recognize the fact

that Austria-Hungary has either finally

to take in all the Serbians or to suffer

disruption at the hands of the Southern

Slavs, but that the division of the Serbo-

Croatian nation between an independent
State and provinces comprised in Austria-

Hungary could not be made permanent ?

Future research will perhaps supply us with

an answer concerning Bismarck's views on

that question, which has acquired special

interest now that the strength and even

the very existence of the whole Germanic

system has been brought to a test over

that problem. So much we can, however,
maintain with fairly good ground : that

the
" Germanic System," as opposed to

the German State, is not of Bismarckian

origin, and that he would never have

endangered the safety of his creation over

a problem extraneous to it.

A united Prussianized Germany was

Bismarck's aim and achievement. His

ideal was comprised within the limits of

a State, and did not extend into a system ;

he was Germany's Louis Quatorze, not

her Napoleon. The Austrian State had to
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be put outside the boundaries of Germany
before the Provinces and States comprised
in the present German Empire could be

united. The inclusion of even the purely
German provinces of Austria in the new
German Empire would have been in every

respect undesirable from the Prussian

point of view ;
it would have disturbed

the balance of power within the Empire
by strengthening the resistance in the

South against Northern domination, and
that of the Roman Catholics against the

Protestant ascendancy. An alliance with

Austria-Hungary appeared to him, for

many obvious reasons, preferable to any
other connection. The ties of sentiment

binding the Germans of the Empire to

the Austrian Germans formed one good
reason in its favour, yet Bismarck himself

never felt much sentiment for that connec-

tion. He used it, but he would not have

allowed any vital interests of the German
State to be endangered for its sake.

Austria-Hungary was not for him an

integral extension of Germany, and he

did not contemplate German expansion
in the Balkans through its instrumentality.
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When he tendered to the Hapsburgs the

advice to transfer the centre of gravity
of their State to Buda-Pest, he probably
wished to divert for ever their attention

from the West, but hardly thought of

Germany and Austria as of one body with

a Janus-head, of which the Prussian side

should face the Rhine and the Northern

Seas, the Austrian should be turned towards

the Balkans and the Adriatic.

The idea of a Germanic system, of a

Teutonic hierarchy of many grades, of

a concentric system around Berlin spread-

ing into outer circles, was not Bismarckian.

It had been entertained by men who had

preceded him ; we have seen it developed

by Bismarck's successors on the founda-

tions which he had laid. We see Prussia

all-powerful in Germany ; that is Bis-

marck's work. We know a Germany having
its outposts, dynastic and governmental,
all over Europe ; even that develop-
ment had been originated by him. But
a profound change has come over the

attitude of the inner ring to the outer

circles. What used to be thought of as

an extraneous means of protection has
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become an integral part of a definite

system. Bismarck never paid much

regard to Germans living abroad. In

1871 he refused to press the exorbitant

claims of the Germans who had suffered

in France during the war; as they had
chosen to live outside the limits of their

own States they had no claim to special

consideration. To the modern German

Imperialist, the German who goes to live

abroad is at least as valuable as, if not

more valuable than, the one who stops
at home ; he is the pioneer of future

unlimited expansion. Germans in Russia,

Rumania, and Turkey had the task of

running the government of these countries

in the way which suited Germany best ;

Germans in Great Britain, France, and

Belgium had, in more than one sense,

to prepare the ground for the German
armies ; Germans in the republics of North
and South America had to

"
influence

"

public opinion and to bully party organi-
zations in the interests of their own
and only

"
Fatherland

"
; in China and

Morocco they had to become "
sufferers,"

and thereby furnish a pretext for interven-
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tion or claims ; everywhere alike they
were meant to be and actually became

pioneers of German commercial and

financial interests. What came to be the

position of Austria-Hungary in that wide

system of Far-reaching circles ? Its

monarch is a German, its government
is predominantly in German hands, one-

fourth of its population is German ; some
of its intellectual German leaders, with

an insolent, typically German disregard
for the feelings of the remaining three-

fourths of its population, openly proclaim
the necessity for a constitutional, municipal,
not an external, international alliance with

Germany. Such an alliance, though never

concluded, has become a reality to many
Germans ; the presence of non-German
nationalities in Austria striving for inde-

pendence became for German Imperialists

only an additional reason for strengthening
the hand of their pioneers, their vanguard,
their weaker brethren in

" heathen lands."

Through Austria the German Empire was

already reaching the Adriatic ; it was

to extend still farther in future, to

the uEgean, into the Mediterranean, into
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Eastern Asia. An AustroGerman per-
meation of Turkey became part of the pro-

gramme adopted by German Imperialism,

part of its scheme of Weltpolitik.
1

^_Bnj:

jthfc*Southern Slavs, especially the Serbians

and their powerful abettor, Russia, were

found to stand in the way ; and sooner or

later the crisis and the conflict were bound/
to occur.

1 Herr (later on, Baron) Bruck, a Prussian by
birth, but subsequently an Austrian Ambassador
in Turkey and an Austrian Cabinet Minister, was
the forerunner of that policy. He preached it

about the middle of the nineteenth century. He was
a pioneer of Austrian Levantine trade and maritime

development, an ardent Pan-German, hostile to

Russia, but a hundred times more so to England.
For his political views, cf. his Memoires published
at Vienna in 1877.
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III. GERMAN IMPERIALISM

THE " Germanic System
"

in Eastern

Europe forms one aspect of German Im-

perialism, and it is primarily for the
/^ >

maintenance and fuller realization of that

aspect that the German State has plunged
into the present war. Still, German policy
in Eastern Europe is but part of a wider

system, and a German advance in that

direction could not have remained a

matter of indifference to us for long. By
the war and victory of 1866, Prussia gained

ascendancy over Germany and secured

herself against attacks from the South.

In 1870, France had to suffer for not having

perceived, before the days of Sadowa, the

common danger which threatened her,

with a disaster even more serious than that

which was to overtake Austria. Similarly,
at the present day, a German victory over

an isolated Russia would have formed

but a prelude to the struggle from

which Germany could expect her
" crown-

ing mercy
" and the biggest profits. By
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defeating Austria, Prussia gained dominion

over Germany, by defeating France, pre-

ponderance in Europe. A victory over

Russia would have now secured for

Germany dominion over Europe. Free

from any danger on her Eastern frontier

and with the resources of Europe at her

disposal, she would have attempted, in a

struggle with the Anglo-Saxon race, to

establish a hegemony over the whole

worlcL A German World-Empire would

have arisen out of victories over Russia

and the British Empire, just as the German
State arose from the defeats of Austria

and France. Hence it is not true that a

straight fight between Teuton and Slav

would not have concerned us. German Im-

perialism is
" one and indivisible

"
in its

a victorious German advance ins

^^Mb*^*^*nEastern Europe would have soon been fol-

lowed up by German aggression in the West.

It is easier to analyse the spirit of

German Imperialism than its scheme, for

it has no scheme in the proper sense of

the term. It can be said to tend in certain

directions rather than to pursue definite

ends. Its fundamental principles being
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expansion and dominion, the very vague-
ness of its aims renders it the more uni-

versally dangerous ; no compromise nor

understanding is possible with a nation

or government which proclaims a pro-

gramme of world-policy and world-power
and yet fails to limit its views to certain

definite objects. No clear statement,
either official or semi-official, of the aims

of German Imperialism has ever been

forward ; the material meaning of

phrase about "
the place in the sun

" has

never been explained to us. Like a Jack-

in-the-Box, the spectre of German Impe-
rialism appeared wherever anything was

happening, whether in China or in Morocco,
in South Africa or in the distant islands of

the Pacific, in Asia Minor or in the South

American Republics. We have met Ger-

man emissaries all the world over ; there

is no nation which "
hyphenated

"
gentle-

men would not have tried to control, or at

least to
"
instruct

"
concerning its own in-

terests ; and yet we never knew what object
was pursued by these tremendous forces,

set in motion as if by one directing will.

The vagueness and incoherence of
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German Imperialism is not, however, what

might be termed an historical accident,

but rather the unadvoidable result of its

mixed ancestry and of a set of definite

material conditions. It is a complex pro-
duct of history whose roots spread in

many different directions. We must dis-

card the prevalent, but erroneous, idea

that German Imperialism is simply a

further stage of Prussian expansion. It

is a mistake to suppose that its ambitions

are entertained exclusively by Prussia's

noble and military caste and that it has

been imposed on the rest of the German
nation contrary to its own will, choice,

or intellectual tendencies. In reality, the

ideas of German Imperialism express the

deepest desires and the oldest dreams of

the German people, the most numerous

nation inhabiting the great Peninsula of

Europe, which extends to the West from

a line drawn from the mouth of the Niemen
to that of the Dniester.

Only from the most mechanical point
of view could modern German Impe-
rialism be described as a further develop-
ment of the old Prussian political system ;
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the two differ too widely in their concep-
tions and aims. The principles of past
Prussian expansion in Eastern Europe
hardly form part of the ideology of modern
German Imperialism, for they were essen-

tially those which guide firmly organized

States, uniform in their composition, not

complex Empires.
1 True Prussian expan-

sion has always been an advance in
"
close

formation
"

: there has never been any-

thing vague about it. It did not content

itself with
"
suzerainty," or, in more

modern language, with "
influence," over

other nations ;
it aimed at the outright

subjugation of weaker nations and at the

direct seizure of their land. Its most
modern upshot can be seen in the en-

deavours and measures of the present-

day Prussian Polenpolitik.
2

1 I am using the terms "
Empire

" and " Im-

perialism
"

in a sense different from that to which
we have become accustomed in relation to the

British self-governing Dominions. In regard to

them the term "
Empire

"
is a misnomer, or rather

a survival from days when the mutual relations

between them and Great Britain were not yet those

of political parity.
2 That is the policy which has for its aim the

Germanization of the Prussian Poles and the transfer
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German expansion East of the Elbe has

been the expansion of a land-owning and

serf-ruling gentry, just as Russian expan-
sion is par excellence that of peasant
communities. It has formed the character

of the Prussian Junker and determined the

main features of his political creed and of

his political creation. The spirit of Prussian

Junkerdom finds its most perfect expres-
sion in the personality of Bismarck. Clear-

headed, decided in his choice of aims,

persevering in their pursuit, endowed with

an extraordinary power of concentration,

brutal but shrewd, in a way austere, and,

to some extent, unimaginative, he created

and developed power, but not the philo-

sophy of power. He did not talk Realpolitik,
but practised it. Unamiable and unlov-

able as is that type, it commands admira-

tion and even respect. Deadly as its

work is to its victims, it is not a menace
to the world at large. Its essence is

brutal egotism, but its brutality is sane.

Prussia, on conquering Germany, im-

posed on the entire State her own organi-

to imported German settlers of land owned by Poles

who remain faithful to their nationality.
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zation and has permeated it with her own

principles. She has created its machinery
and laid down the laws of its working.
The Prussianization of Germany is a

well-known fact and has frequently been

emphasized and commented upon. The
circumstance which, on the other hand,
has been usually overlooked is that in this

very process of conquest, the conquerors,
as has frequently happened in history,

have come under the influence of men,
weaker in their capacity for governance
and military organization, but superior
in ideas and general intellectual develop-
ment. The unpractical German

"
thinker,"

the inhuman German sentimentalist, the

neurasthenic individual who dreams of

power,
1 the complex mind which, tired

of its own shallow complexity, yearns for

the simplicity of force, but incapable of

real strength overshoots its mark and

glorifies brutality, all these types have

sunk into adoration of the Prussian healthy
"
blond brute

"
; but the healthy brute

has proved intellectually inferior to those

1
Nietzsche, Der Wille zur Macht ; Wagner and his

Siegfried-Sage.
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who adore it ; it has become self-conscious

and has lost its mental balance. We no

longer find in the Germanized Prussian the

clear perception of the limits of the possible
which distinguished the builders of the

Prussian State. Modern Germans claim

to be Realpolitiker, because the nature

of their aims partakes of a character

which is usually described as materialistic.

But in reality, what characterizes the sober

politician is not so much the nature of his

aims as the understanding of the means
at his disposal and the true estimate of the

difficulties confronting him. No politician

who overrates the value of the resources at

his disposal can be described as a
"
Realist

"

merely because ideal motives do not enter

into his calculation.
"
Materialism

"
does

not necessarily make a man practical, nor

does sordidness of aims by itself save him
from being a visionary.

Modern German Imperialism is the out-

come of the union between Germany and

Prussia ; it is Prussian in its methods,
but German in its ideology and aims.

With Prussian seriousness, energy, and

brutality .it undertakes the pursuit of
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German chimerical dreams and launches

on Icarian flights the ideas of which the

true German, a born theoretician, would

have conceived and expounded in philo-

sophical form, but would never have

attempted on his account.1 Modern Ger-

man Imperialism finds its perfect repre-

njjhe chameleon-like personality n
j

nH^He is not only the chiefVW'U/of j'Wilhelm II. He is not only

(der^^mb&vttfer) of the Prussian landed

gentry, and the head of the Prussianized

army, but also the imaginary descendant

of mediaeval Crusaders, the successor of

anointed Holy Roman Emperors of Ger-

man nationality, the Emperor of Kings,

1 Dreams of a German World-Empire did not die

with the scribes of the Holy Roman Empire. About

1813, whilst Germany had to rely on Russia for her

own political salvation and was making the Tsar the

arbiter of her own affairs, minor poets like Korner
and Arndt, and simple-minded drill-instructors

like Jahn, began to proclaim the postulates of

German world-dominion. Cf. e.g. the patriotic song,
" What is the German's Fatherland ?

" Whatever
extension is granted to it, the refrain answers,

"
No,

no, my Fatherland must be greater." Only the

whole world could satisfy Arndt's German ambitions

whilst in reality Germany itself was yet only little

more than a mere "
geographical expression."
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the Sovereign of all the Germans, the chief

German Kulturtrager, and finally Germany's
most distinguished commercial promoter
and agent. The most incongruous cha-

racters and traditions are united in him
as they are in the dreams of his nation, but

union does not imply harmony. Georg

Herwegh described Germany in 1848 as
" a creation without life and a chaos over

which there broods no Spirit." Prussian

force has done the material work of

organization, but its spirit has failed to

master the chaos within its creation.

Wilhelm II is by no means an historical

accident.

A statesman possessed of an exception-

ally strong character and intellect might

perhaps have overcome the paradoxes
inherent in the development of modern

Germany and the difficulties which face

her. He would have chosen one from

among the many different directions in

which history and present needs seem to

draw Germany's political activities. What-
ever line he might have taken, he would

have found it encumbered with serious

obstacles, but at least, having concentrated
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on one object the entire strength of a

powerful nation, he might have had a

chance of vanquishing the particular diffi-

culties in his chosen path. Wilhelm II

has failed to make the choice and to

concentrate the forces of his people in any
one direction ; and yet the future historian

will need to be careful and moderate in

judging him. His own mentality is not

the only working cause of the fantastic,

incoherent evolutions of German foreign

policy which the world at large has watched
for the last twenty-six years with mixed

feelings of anxiety and amusement ; they
are also the result of Germany's historic

antecedents. Great statesmen are ex-

pected to give a lead to their nation, but

they usually receive an inheritance from
the past, containing the foundations and
directions for their future actions.

" To
make an epoch in history," says Goethe,
"
a man must have a clear head and take

up a great inheritance." Wilhelm II

received his grand inheritance burdened

by failures and what is still much more

dangerous by partial successes of the past,

by successes realized in doubtful assets
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which merely call for further sacrifices.

These doubtful assets in the Kaiser's

inheritance happen to be the material

foundations of German Imperialism in

Eastern Europe, the first, and from the

point of view of this essay the most

interesting, of its many aspects.

There is not a single nation in Europe
whose ethnical frontier presents such a

fantastic picture of ragged dispersion as

does the Eastern border of the German
nation. In the Middle Ages the small

German military principalities, the Eastern

Marches and Knightly Orders, were able

at first to advance in line, along the whole

front, through the territories of loosely

organized non-German peoples ; but when
met by the resistance of the kingdoms of

Poland and Lithuania, of Bohemia and

Hungary, the independent operations of

these German pioneers failed to result in

any further continuous progress of that

kind. Only a powerful, centralized Ger-

man government, directing its efforts

towards the establishment of a wide,

substantial Empire in Eastern Europe,
and abandoning the pursuit of the shadows

<f i .mm^., ,akm,urf t..|ir.-rrfri-r"-i-f-
v
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of Roman world-supremacy, could have

broken the resistance of these stronger
States at a time when their national in-

dividualities might still have been swamped
by German conquerors and immigrants ;

the absence of such a government and such

a policy saved those nations from the fate

of the small Slavonic communities in-

habiting the lands between the Elbe and

the Oder and along the Pomeranian shore,

and of the Lithuanian tribes settled on the

Baltic coast between the lower Vistula

and the Niemen. The checks which these

inadequately supported German outposts

experienced in succession along their entire

front from the Danube to the Baltic left

their work an unfinished edifice. Along
the Baltic coast German expansion had

at that time reached almost to the Gulf

of Finland ; in the centre it had only just

been carried beyond the Oder ; facing
Bohemia it had not even reached the line

of the Elbe, farther South along the

Danube it had advanced to the very

fringes of the Hungarian plains. After

the military progress had been checked,

der Drang nach Osten, the German advance
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pressing Eastward, survived chiefly in the

form of peaceful penetration, favoured

and encouraged by the princes of the

States to which it was directed. Here
and there, on the confines of ethnical

Germany, emigration resulted in consider-

able extensions of the area of German

language and nationality ; these accessions,

determined by economic and not by stra-

tegic or political factors, have rendered

the ethnical border-line of the German
nation in Eastern Europe even more

ragged and even less suited for the political

frontier of a homogeneous national State

than it had been when military and

political conquest had come to a standstill.

The narrow, irregular strips of German
land radiating Eastwards wind like rivers

around rocks, encircle like the arms of an

octopus the bodies of the nations which

had stopped their original conquests.
The settlers who have succeeded in

Germanizing parts of Western Poland,
almost the whole of Silesia, considerable

sections of Bohemia and Moravia, and a

belt of land in Western Hungary, form,

however, only part of the broad stream of
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German emigration which flowed into

Eastern Europe up to fairly recent times.

Scores of thousands of Germans settled

in the towns of Poland, Bohemia, and

Hungary, great numbers also in detached

rural colonies. Living at a considerable

distance from the centres of German life,

the vast majority of them gradually lost

their original language and nationality.

The only important detached German
settlements of early foundation surviving
to the present day are the Saxon colonies

in Transylvania. The period of renewed

German political expansion in Eastern

Europe, during which the territories be-

longing to the Bohemian Crown, the

Kingdom of Hungary, Croatia, and large

portions of Poland came under the Ger-

manic governments of Vienna and Berlin,

was followed by the foundation of fresh

detached German colonies, among which

those in the Bukovina are the most

important. Moreover in the course of

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

a great number of German settlements

arose in Western and Southern Russia

and in the industrial districts of Russian
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Poland. Scattered German villages can

be found practically everywhere in Eastern

Europe. Even in the colonies of recent

date, considerable numbers of German
colonists have lost their original nationality.
Yet more serious for the German nation

than the loss of vast masses of emigrants
and of their descendants are the problems
created by the survival of the German

nationality in detached positions or in

regions which, for geographical or economic

reasons, form an inseparable part of coun-

tries where the majority of the population
is alien and hostile. The German nation

has reached a point from which neither

successful advance nor safe retreat is

possible. With the dominion over the

nationalities comprised in Austria, with

the influence over Russia and Hungary,
it will also lose all chance for the national

survival of a large portion of its outlying
ethnical possessions. So far as those dis-

tricts are concerned the Germans are

confronted with national death unless

they are prepared to assert their pre-
dominance ; they would have to withdraw
as the Romans withdrew from ancient
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Britain, and they would have to leave those

who remain behind to their own resources

and fate. Seldom, if ever, in modern

times, has a nation accepted such a verdict

without a struggle. The oppressive nature

of the German rule in certain parts, the

preposterous claims and ambitions of Ger-

mans in other regions of Eastern Europe,
tend to obscure the fact that they are

fighting a battle which is one of life and
death for certain sections of their nation,

that their assaults are to some extent

defensive counter-attacks. The victim

who frees himself by cutting off the arms
of the octopus need not feel surprised if it

does not tamely submit to that operation.
Partial successes in the past have burdened
the German nation with outposts which
it can hardly save from its enemies, with

claims which it has even less chance of

enforcing, and with dreams about the

might-have-beens, which, if acted upon,
must under present conditions lead to

disaster. These doubtful assets form the

material foundations of German Imperial-
ism in Eastern Europe. The extraordinary
achievements of German policy in Eastern
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Europe have been as much the work of

men who had got into a well-nigh in-

extricable position as the result of political

aggression.
1

The region of scattered German settle-

ments in Eastern Europe extends from the

Finnish Gulf and the Baltic Sea down to

the Adriatic and the river Save, from the

Bohemian Mountains to the steppes of

Southern Russia. These territories form

on the map, roughly speaking, a pyramid ;

its apex touches the Neva, its base ex-

tends from the South-Eastern Alps to the

1 In recent times attempts have been made at

drawing in and repatriating some of the most
distant and exposed German colonies in Eastern

Europe. The Colonization Commission in Prussian

Poland required German colonists for settling on
the land from which it endeavours to expel its present
Polish owners. With that purpose in view it tried

to attract German colonists from Galicia, Volhynia,
and Southern Russia, people living among Slavs

and who, if left in their present homes, are in danger
of losing their German nationality. The measure

was truly Prussian in character, but has met with

bitter protests from some East-European German

Imperialists who consider that the loss which it

entails on the German "
cause

"
in Eastern Europe

is by no means counterbalanced by the advantages
which it offers.
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Caucasus ; we may describe the area which

it covers as the European Middle East.

These districts are par excellence the region
of small linguistic groups ; they are the

home of no less than twelve different

nationalities x and the meeting-ground of

the two most numerous and most powerful
nations of Continental Europe. The Middle

East cuts in like a wedge between the

native land of the Great Russians in the

European Far East and that of the Ger-

mans in Central and Western Europe.
Its Northern districts, belonging to the

basin of the Baltic Sea, are divided between

the Russian and the German Empires ;

1 These are the Ests, Letts, Lithuanians, White

Russians, Poles, and Ruthenians, and scattered

among them the Yiddish-speaking Jews ; further,
the Tchechs and Slovaks, Magyars, Rumanians,
Slovenes, and Serbo-Croatians. I do not add to this

list the Germans, Russians, and Italians, as their

homes lie outside the European Middle East, nor

do I count subdivisions which hardly form nations,
as e.g. the Samogitians and the Szeklers, nor small

groups, some of which have lost their own language,
as e.g. the Polish Armenians in Podolia and the

Bukovina, and the Tartars in Lithuania and in

Southern Russia, nor yet others, too small to be

treated as nations, as e.g. the Slav Sorabs in Lusatia

or the Gipsies in Hungary.
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that part of its Southern segment which

centres on the Middle Danube forms the

bodies of the Austrian and the Hungarian
States.1 None of the twelve nationalities

which have their homes in the Middle East

forms a united, independent, and homo-

geneous State of its own, and this condition

of affairs is peculiarly advantageous to

the German nation, which has its scattered

settlements throughout the whole area.

The situation of these settlements in the

1 The one province of Austria-Hungary which in

no way belongs to the geographical system of the

Danube is Galicia, the most artificial and anomalous

political unit, having no basis or justification either

in history or geography. Its Western part on the

Vistula and San belongs to the basin of the Baltic,

its Eastern part on the Dniester faces the Black Sea.

Back into prehistoric ages the special importance of

these territories lay in the fact that through them
ran the high road which united the two systems,

avoiding the Carpathian Mountains to the South

and the big marshes to the North. Torn out of this

connection, Galicia has changed under Austrian rule

into a cul-de-sac, without any connection with its

Northern, Eastern, or Southern neighbours. The
trend of its economic and political life has been

artificially pressed to the West, on to Vienna, and
in a slighter measure on to Berlin ; even its social

and intellectual connections with Warsaw and Kieff

has been seriously impaired.
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midst o districts inhabited by compact
national groups puts them in an anomalous

position ; anomalous political formations

which disregard national divisions render

it less peculiarly difficult and dangerous.
The Austrian Monarchy is the surviving

framework of gigantic plans of German

expansion ; it remains a channel for

German influence and a support of German
dominion in Eastern Europe. To the

German nationalist its existence furnishes

a guarantee for the national survival of a

very considerable proportion of the scat-

tered German settlements. To the Ger-

man Imperialist Austria appears as the

base for further expansion, as the beginning
of yet much greater achievements. Bis-

marck had considered Austria in a different

light ;
it had to be excluded from the

German Federation before a Prussian Ger-

many could arise. Non-Prussian Germany,
however, never forgot the Germans across

the border. Pan-German national brother-

hood is the starting-point of German

Imperialism in Eastern Europe ;
it lived

as a sentiment among the Germans outside

Prussia, long before Prussian statesmen
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took it up as a weapon of aggression and
a tool for political action. The French

statesman Laboulaye writes in a dispatch
dated November 23, 1875 :

" The German
interests of Austria are equally dear to

Germany as are those of Prussia. ... In

the eyes of every German all that is

comprised in the Austrian Empire is a

German heritage and all that will be added
to it will be considered a German acquisi-

tion. Hungary is Germany's vanguard
just as the Hohenzollern prince in Rumania
is its outpost."

Policy followed sentiment ; the advan-

tages arising to Germany from a close

connection with Austria were too evident,

its dangers were not fully appreciated.
The Austrian State places at Germany's

disposal the military and financial re-

sources of close on forty million non-

German people, most of whom are intensely
hostile to the German nation. Germany
has, however, a price to pay for such help
as she derives from the Austrian Monarchy ;

she has to pledge her own resources for

the maintenance of the Austrian State,
which Prince Metternich, its most faithful
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servant and champion, himself described

as
" un edifice vermoulu." The true

Prussian statesman might have considered

such an arrangement too risky a bargain ;

to the German Imperialist a political union

with Austria-Hungary is an indispensable
basis for further action. He sees in

Austria-Hungary not merely a subsidiary
branch institution, and the nucleus of a
wide European Empire dependent on Ger-

many, but in addition the gate to a still

wider and more important Empire beyond
the confines of Europe.

If the German ethnical expansion in

Eastern Europe embodies what was pre-

viously described as the partial successes,

obtained by the past activities of the Ger-

man nation, the practically total absence

of German political expansion outside

Europe constitutes the failure of its

national history. Only nations united

under strong, central governments suc-

ceeded in gaining a foothold outside

Europe ; only so far as they were able to

keep out of European international en-

tanglements, whenever that suited their

purpose, did they succeed in establishing
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over-sea Empires. The four nations stand-

ing at the two ends of the long horizontal

chain of European political communities,
Great Britain, Spain, Portugal, and Russia,
have given their languages to the rapidly

growing populations of the vast territories

outside Europe which form the White Man's
domain. The Germans and the Italians, the

two great nations of Central Europe, never

even attempted before 1870 to establish

their political dominion beyond Europe.

They claimed a temporal and spiritual

superiority over other nations, and stepped
into the cosmopolitan inheritance of the

Roman Empire, while they had no strong
central governments of their own. In the

absence of adequate national organiza-

tions, Germany and Italy became the prey
and the battle-grounds of Europe. By
the time when they had accomplished
their national unity, hardly any territories

were left outside Europe which could have

been taken up as res nullius.

Does modern Germany suffer through
not having an Empire either for colo-

nization or for trade ? It might be

argued that Germany needed territories for
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colonization whilst she was still sending
forth every year scores, even hundreds, of

thousands of emigrants to America, Great

Britain and Eastern Europe, but that she

does not need them at the present day,
when hardly any emigrants are leaving

Germany, and East European labour has

to be imported to meet the requirements
of German agriculture and industry. It is

true to say that Germany's need for terri-

tory offering her opportunities for coloniza-

tion is smaller now than it had been forty

or a hundred years ago ;
it is, however, a

mistake to judge the intensity of its present
need by the size of the emigration move-

ment or by the balance of emigration and

immigration. Labour is as much differen-

tiated as are goods, and in the case of

both, a country may profit by exporting
and importing at the same time. Similarly
the fact that under given conditions goods
are not exported does not prove that under

other still attainable conditions their export
would not be profitable. The realization

of such possibilities of gain in itself consti-

tutes a need. Were Siberia and Eucador
the only outlets for emigration from these
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islands, very few people indeed would

emigrate, and the entire population of

Great Britian and Ireland would in all

probability find employment and subsis-

tence within its own country ; yet the

present emigration to Canada and Austral-

asia benefits both the emigrants and also

those who remain behind. It might be

answered that Germans are free to emi-

grate to any part of the British Empire,
to the United States or South America.

But the mere fact that no laws debar them
from entering those countries does not

imply that they do not meet, on emigrating
to them, with disadvantages with which

Anglo-Saxons do not have to contend in

any part of the British Empire or of the

United States, and which Germans would

not encounter had they an Empire of

their own. These peculiar disadvantages
account to some extent for the small size

of their present emigration.
It is a hardship for any one to undergo

a complete change of
"
system

" and of

intellectual and social surroundings ;
it is

all the harder, the higher the educational

level and the social position attained by
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the emigrant in his old home. For a

German belonging to their upper, not

class, but caste, it is painful to find that

the best among the Anglo-Saxons uncon-

sciously apply to themselves an ancient

Greek maxim, preserved to us in Aristotle's

Politics : the Hellenes, he says, considered

that their own nobility were nobles, where-

ever they went, but that barbarians could

be nobles only at home. It is almost

equally painful for the German educated

bourgeois to find that his academical de-

grees count for nothing, that his Kultur

is not appreciated, that he is treated not

as a wit, but as a butt, that he cannot

bully people, nor challenge them to duels,

and that he can escape ridicule only by
lying low. To any German, as to any
other human being, it causes a good deal

of pain to find himself a stranger within

some one else's gates, to fall from the level

of a citizen to that of a metoikos^ to

have to justify his existence, to be looked

upon with childish, unreasoning contempt,

(Aristotle). (" He who does not share in the honours

of the place stands on the level of a metoikos.")
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or, at the best, with magnanimous, self-

conscious toleration.

These are what may be called the

external checks on German emigration ;

even more serious than they is the internal

check which is to be found in their laws

of conscription. The young healthy man
is the one who is most likely to brave the

difficulties of emigration and to be attracted

by the prizes which he expects to win in

the new home ; but that is the very man
who is bound in Germany first to serve

one or two years in the army and subse-

quently to take part, at regular intervals,

in army manoeuvres. If he waits until

the whole period covered by military

obligations is completed, he finds himself

as a rule too old to emigrate ; if he settles

abroad and still attempts to perform the

military duties in his former home, he

incurs serious inconveniences ; if he shirks

military service, he cuts himself off for

ever from the country of his birth. Men

forming part of such an all-pervading State

as is Germany can hardly leave their

country unless they are able to do so

without transgressing the boundaries of
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its organization. That they cannot do,

under present conditions, however bene-

ficial it might be both for them and their

nation at large. Part of the White Man's

Land outside Europe is taken up by Anglo-
Saxons or Russians, the rest is closed to

them by the Monroe Doctrine. There is

no place left under the sun to which the

German could carry his
"
domestic gods,"

and thank Heaven that it is so.1

The growth of the British Dominions

into strong, self-governing communities

is depriving the German nation of their

last hopes of acquiring White Man's Land

1 It might be argued that German South-West
Africa contains suitable spaces for colonization ;

so does British East Africa, yet neither of them
receives anything like the number of immigrants
which their economic possibilities would justify.

Emigrants are primarily attracted by countries

where big prizes exist or are supposed to exist, even

if it is known that only very few can win them.

But even those who prefer the prospect of a moderate
but safe subsistence to uncertain chances are rarely
attracted by countries where openings are restricted

in number. Emigration is a gregarious movement,
and colonies whose size does not offer opportunities
for the

"
manufacture "

of emigration booms will

always receive less than their
<j|ue proportion of

immigrants. ^ \> .^^^"^^^^ f ^ ~\.
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by means of European Wars as Great

Britain did in the eighteenth century.
The conquest of an Empire for coloniza-

tion could only come to Germany as the

last consequence of absolute hegemony
over Europe, of a predominance that

would enable her to deal more freely with

the commonwealths of America and Aus-

tralia. She cannot possibly undertake any-

thing against distant white communities

as long as independent European States

hamper her movements. In recent years
German Imperialists have contented them-

selves, in so far as the two Americas and
Australia are concerned, with the promo-
tion of German "

life," with the foundation

of German schools and of German Singer-
bunde.1 Meantime their efforts have been

more and more directed towards the

1 A German Singerbund is a unique institution.

It develops, on the social level of a suburban cyclists'

club, the discursive aggressiveness of a German

professor ; its atmosphere is composed of the smell

of beer and of the spirit of deutsche Biederkeit.

And what is that peculiar virtue on which Germans

pride themselves so much ? It has been best denned

by a cultured Viennese novelist as
"
ein Gemisch

von StumpfsipiTund Tiicke."
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acquisition of an Empire corresponding
to the British Crown Colonies or the

French Empire in Northern Africa. We
are told that new outlets are needed for

German trade and for Germany's growing

population. It certainly sounds very extra-

ordinary that the swamps and forests

of the Congo or the densely populated

valleys of India or China could take

up Germany's surplus population ; and

many an Englishman must have wondered

why open competition in the markets of

the British Crown Colonies, with which

the German could trade on absolutely

equal terms with himself, did not seem to

satisfy German commercial ambitions. In

reality the German desire for dependent
colonies is only to a limited extent caused

by commercial needs ; reasons of a political

nature play by far the more important

part. The German business man would of

course prefer to trade with colonies sub-

ject to German rule than with countries

over which he holds no dominion. Do-

minion, protection, and regulation are

essentials to the average German ; he feels

wronged wherever he is not privileged ;
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he sees nothing but anarchy and chaos

wherever he cannot interfere in his own

way. He wants to
"
organize." Consider-

able as his material achievements are,

he still overrates their real importance ;

he despises the work of other nations,

although he sincerely grovels before their

types and tries to imitate them in appear-
ance and manner. Germans would make
more out of dependent colonies than

Englishmen do
; the phrase about "

the

white man's burden "
is to them a proof

either of English hypocrisy or of English

stupidity and helplessness. Did they
adminster India, they would treat it as

their property, they would monopolize its

trade ; but, what is even more important,

they would draw from it millions of

pounds for their treasury and millions

of recruits for their armies, and they
most certainly would not wait to use them
in European wars until after they had
volunteered for such service. White
colonies are a national investment which

requires scores of years before it bears

any returns ; dependent colonies would

be utilized by Germany with a view to
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an immediate increase of her military

power.

Napoleon I understood the immense
financial and military possibilities of the

East. During his Italian pro-consulate
his face was turned towards the opposite
Turkish shore, not towards Germany. His

Egyptian expedition originated in an im-

perial dream, not in a political subterfuge.
From 1803 onwards practically his entire

activity was directed towards the creation

of a wide colonial Empire. He tried to

effect that aim by double means, by
breaking England's dominion on sea, and

by reaching Asia by an overland route.

To achieve the latter end he would have

had to reduce Prussia and Austria to a

state of political subserviency and either

to receive from Russia a free hand in the

Balkan Peninsula, or to check her power
by buffer States to such an extent that

she could no longer have threatened from

the flank his lines of communication with

Asia. Napoleon III saw that the future

of the European nations lies largely beyond
Europe, but he found this outside world

closed to him again by Russian armies,
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British fleets, and by an American maxim,
which, conceived under the spell of doc-

trinaire illusions, carries within itself the

embryo of a new Imperialism.
Modern Germany found herself in a

position similar to that by which the two

Napoleonic Empires had been confronted.

Like the first Napoleon, German Imperial-
ists began to look towards the two roads

to Empire, to the road across the oceans,

leading to vast territories suitable for

white colonization, to regions in which

a New Germany could arise ; and to the

overland road leading to the spheres of

wide commercial and administrative

interests in Asia and Africa, to densely

populated areas from which wealth and
recruits could be drawn in quantities

surpassing anything known in Europe.
In the latter direction Germany enjoyed
one considerable advantage over Napoleon.

Through her branch institution, Austria,

she stood, up to 1912, at the very doors of

Turkey ; the Austrian State by neutraliz-

ing or even subduing within its frame

nationalities hostile to Germany, shortens

for Germany the distance separating her
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from Asia. Could Germany have gained
over Turkey that kind of tutelage which

she has exercised for some time past over

Asutria-Hungary, she might have succeeded

in laying in Asia Minor and Mesopotamia
the foundations of a commercial and

military German Empire, which no British

fleet could ever have threatened, but which

would have been a constant menace to the

British Empire in India and Egypt.

Germany found one obstacle on her

road to Asia, she found it barred to her

by the independent Southern Slavs, especi-

ally the Serbians, and by their powerful

abettor, Russia.

It will remain a subject for speculation
how far the statesmen of modern Germany
could have successfully continued Bis-

marck's game of isolating her chosen

victims ; or whether perhaps they could

have even improved on his methods, by
uniting whole groups of Powers against

any one of their three chief opponents,
the Russian Empire, the British Empire,
and the United States. Such work would

have required for its directing spirit a man
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of strong character, capable of following
out one single, clearly defined aim through

years of apparently aimless wanderings,
a statesman without regard for the ap-

plause of the mob, prepared to make such

sacrifices to his idea as might render him

unpopular even with his own people ; a

leader who, having taken up his inherit-

ance from the past, was at the same time

able to free himself from its obsessions ;

a soul in which burned a steady, silent

flame
; a man who could master and

suppress his impulses, a mind superior to

brilliancy, and a character free from vanity.
The master builders of this world are

either silent cynics or deeply religious

Puritans.

Wilhelm II belongs to neither of these

two categories. The political vagaries of

his reign bear a curious, almost tragical

resemblance to the futile strivings of

Napoleon Ill's Imperial policy. Both
have scanned the world in search of an

opening for their political activities and
neither of them seems ever to have grasped
the fact that such openings are seldom

found, but more often have to be conquered.
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It is doubtful whether either Napoleon III

or Wilhelm II can really be described

as warlike, however great their predilec-
tion for appearing before the world in
"
shining armour "

; yet both can un-

hesitatingly be set down as disturbing
factors in international politics and as a

constant source of anxiety and uncer-

tainty to other nations. Both were bur-

dened by a tradition of great deeds and

glory in the era of their predecessors ; to

both can be applied Goethe's words :

" Weh'

Dir, dass Du ein Enkel bist !

" l Both
were driven into restlessness by the fatal

hankering after what they considered to be

a necessary continuation of past achieve-

ments. Constitutionally unable to bide

their time, they wasted energy and made
enemies over matters of not more than

third-rate importance ; they practised
what Bismarck used to call with terse

humour,
"
Autoritat nutzlos verpuffen

"

(to blow off, to squander authority).

1 " Woe to thee, that thou art a grandson !

"

To forestall the painfully precise critic, I wish to

admit that Napoleon III was not a grandson but

a nephew.
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Unable to form or follow out any one

single practicable scheme of policy and

aggrandisement, Napoleon III, in Sir

Robert Morier's words, exacted ransoms

from other nations for allowing them to

carry out their own schemes, even when

they were reasonable and in no way
interfered with the rights or the legitimate
interests of the French nation. The same

policy has been adopted, under very
similar circumstances, by Wilhelm II.

The system of ransoms, galling as it is to

other nations, was caused both in the case

of Napoleon III and in that of Wilhelm II

by their desire to impress their own nations

with a semblance of achievement. Napo-
leon III was professedly a plebiscitarian
autocrat ; Wilhelm II does not differ

from him in that respect, however different

the theory of his power may be. Both,

being incapable of steady co-operation
with their own people, tried to carry its

assent by satisfying it by images of glory ;

they were shrewd self-advertisers and

capable actors, they lived in the moment
and worked for the moment, and therein

lies the source of much that was chaotic
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and unsteady in their policies. Imbued
with traditions, they tried to be up-to-
date. They never grasped the deepest

meaning either of the present day or of

past ages. The past was to them a stage

setting ;
of the spirit of their own time

they understood merely the most super-
ficial manifestations. But whilst they
were playing their brilliant, though trans-

parently obvious game, their fateful hour,

that poipa which Germans call Verhangniss,
was drawing near.

Hegemony in Europe is, or at least in

the past has been, based on superior

organization rather than on numbers.

France was able to maintain, before 1870,

a kind of preponderance over the
"
Penin-

sula of Europe," chiefly owing to the

absence of political union and organization

among her Eastern neighbours ; the years
in which the Germans and the Italians

succeeded in building up their national

States mark the end of French pre-

dominance in Western and Central Europe.

Germany's greatness in recent years
was due to the disunion of Slavdom and

to the absence of efficient organization in
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Russia ; the liberation of the Slav nations

from internal and external oppression is

bound in turn to put an end to Germany's

political pre-eminence in Europe.
The time for preventing the rise of a

strong, centralized German State, if that

could ever have been done, was in 1866 ;

but no one then expected Austria to

collapse before the military power of

Prussia. Napoleon Ill's inaction at the

time of the Austro-Prussian conflict has

been frequently criticized ; yet, had he

tried to intervene in 1866, a German State

might still have arisen by means of an

understanding between the two Germanic

Powers and as a consequence of their

common victory over France.1 In 1870

1 In spring 1866, after both the Prussian and the

Austrian armies had been mobilized, negotiations
were set on foot between Vienna and Berlin aiming
at an understanding between the two governments
at the expense of France, whose army had not been

put on a war footing. It had been suggested to

Bismarck on a previous occasion by Count Rechberg,
then Austrian Foreign Secretary, that as both the

Austrian and the Prussian governments stood in

need of a victorious war in order to deal efficiently

with the oppositions at home, they might best

attack France in common.
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Napoleon III hoped to cheek the con-

solidation of Germany by vanquishing
Prussia. As a matter of fact German
national feeling had risen too high by that

time and a French victory could only have

delayed, but could not have prevented,
the ultimate union of the German nation ;

fresh wars would have followed in which

France would have finally succumbed,

being inferior in numbers to the German
nation.

Germany could have delayed the rise

of Slavdom by preventing at any risk and
cost the outbreak of the First Balkan War,
but no one then expected Turkey to

collapse before the armies of the Balkan

League. Since the breakdown of Turkey,
German policy seems to have wavered

between attempts at cajoling the Slavs

and schemes to break and coerce them by
force. Wilhelm II's action in 1914 re-

sembles in many ways that of Napoleon
III in 1870. He had passed through a

long period of nerve-racking uncertaint;
he had been watching since 1912 the

steady, almost inevitable rise of Slavdom ;

he understood that, if he gave Russia
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sufficient time to develop her military

power to the full extent of her resources,

Germany would find herself unable to

maintain her pre-eminent position in

Europe. Intense uneasiness in regard to

international affairs was felt in the two

Germanic States since the days of Kirk

Kilisse and Lule Burgas ; Slavdom in

general and Russia in particular had

changed into a kind of nightmare for the

rulers of the Germanic Powers. A nemesis

was reproducing in their own case the

nervous agonies through which Imperial
France had been passing during the years
that followed the days of Koniggratz.
In a fit of grim panic Wilhelm II threw

himself at the enemy.
Bismarck condemned preventive wars

as a political absurdity.

Germany's political and military pre-

dominance in Europe had never seemed

more decisive and more secure than at

the death of King Edward VII. On some

previous occasions the Germanic States had

appeared supreme in Europe owing to the

disunion of the other Great Powers. But
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during the last years of King Edward's

reign a hostile ring seemed to close in

round Germany and her
"
brilliant second."

In 1909, in face of that ring and as a

consequence of the triumph which the

Germanic States secured in the Bosnian

Crisis, the impression gained ground that,

if only united in one common cause,

they could defy the whole world. In

1910 death removed the man who,

rightly or wrongly, was considered to

have been one of the creators of the

Triple Entente and one of the most

decided and ablest opponents of German

hegemony in Europe.
At the time of King Edward's death

little was known about the personality
of Sir Edward Grey and still less was

expected from the foreign policy of any
Liberal government. The blundering pro-
test to which British diplomacy had com-

mitted itself in the Bosnian Question was

known to have been made under the

influence of a certain group in the Liberal

party which, although always opposed to

armaments, persists in coming forward,

in season and out of season, with
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sentimental appeals and indignant protests,

not understanding that a Great Power

ought never to utter warnings or protests
unless it is prepared to follow them up by
armed intervention. After the death of

King Edward, German statesmen con-

sidered that as long as a Liberal govern-
ment remained in power, England would

never go to war in defence either of her

honour or of her interests. England had

simply ceased to be counted with.

Russia had openly avowed in 1909 that

the recent war with Japan and the internal

revolution had rendered her incapable of

going to war against the Germanic Powers,
unless she received whole-hearted support
from the Western States. Germany
counted moreover on the bonds of dynastic

friendship and of a common autocratic

and anti-Polish policy, to restrain the

Russian government from yielding to the

Slav feelings of the Russian people.
1

1 In October 1912, whilst the mobilization of the

armies was proceeding in Austria and in Russia,

and whilst Austria was trying to organize for the

case of war a Polish national rising against Russia,

Prussia proceeded to expropriate a Polish landowner
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Russia's military strength was underrated,

Russia's political transformation remained

unperceived.
In France the cry of revanche seemed

to be degenerating into a meaningless
echo of dead enthusiasms. The financial

interests of the middle classes, and the

class-interests of the working men seemed to

have superseded in France the old national

dreams of military glory.

Meanwhile German influences were per-

meating the Ottoman Empire under the

rule of the Young Turks at an even quicker

pace than they had done under Abdul
Hamid II. German emissaries were re-

constructing the military, administrative,

and financial organization of Turkey.
Never in recent years had a collapse of

Turkey and a rise of Slavdom seemed less

for the benefit of German settlers. This was done
under an Act which had been on the Statute Book
for two years past, but had never been put into

operation ; in fact, it was considered dormant. Its

application at that moment of crisis in international

affairs had a definite meaning. It was a reminder to

Russia of the interests which she was supposed to

have had in common with Prussia, and a pledge that

Prussia was decided not to recede in any way from the

position which she occupied in the Polish Question.
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probable than they did on the very eve

of their occurrence.

The Tripolitan War of 1911 awakened
Balkan unrest. The First Balkan War

opened up a period of armed conflicts of

which the present World-War is but the

latest and most formidable phase. The
First Balkan War was fought by national

States for the liberation of their com-

patriots from Turkish rule. It led to the

disruption of European Turkey. But to-

gether with the Turkish power in Europe

collapsed the Balkan League ; the Ger-

manic Powers had cajoled Bulgaria's Ger-

man ruler into becoming their agent in

the Balkan Peninsula, and encouraged
him to aim at a kind of hegemony over

the other Balkan States. Bulgaria was to

step into the place left vacant by the

breakdown of Turkey.

Serbia, Greece, and Rumania opposed
to Bulgaria's ambitions the principle of
"
balance of power

"
in the Balkans. In

enforcing it they did injustice to Bulgaria :

the Second Balkan War rectified very few

frontiers in accordance with nationality,

and distorted many. The negotiations
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which proceeded during that year of

Balkan Wars will probably remain a

closed book to us for many years to come.

There was, however, only one way in

which Bulgaria might have preserved her

unity and integrity, Albania have ob-

tained her independence, a balance of

power have been maintained in the Balkan

Peninsula, and the Balkan League have

remained intact. It was possible to attain

all this by a war against Austria-Hungary,
which would have given Rumania and

Serbia an increase of territory where it is

due to them, and would moreover have

secured for Serbia an access to the sea

along an ethnically Serbian shore.

Metternich understood that Austria and

Turkey were built on similar foundations,

or rather that both lacked to the same

degree a true national basis, and he was
one of the staunchest defenders of the

integrity of Turkey. In 1876 Count An-

drassy recognized the danger which the

liberation of the Turkish Slavs implied to

the Austro-Hungarian State. He tried to

check it by the occupation of Bosnia

and Herzegovina. That which had been
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feared actually occurred in 1912. The
Slav victories in the Balkan Peninsula

gave rise to a dangerous ferment among the

Slavonic nations, and caused the awakening
of the"most~mtense Slav feeling in Russia.

It was clear that, after Turkey, Austria

would become "
the sick man of Europe

"

and Russia his doctor and heir. Had
Bulgaria remained within the Balkan

League, had she not deserted the Slav

camp for that of the Germanic Powers,
had she not raised excessive claims on the

uEgean coast, had Serbia and Rumania
abstained from grasping territory which

by nationality is more Bulgarian than

Serbian or Rumanian, and had they aimed

merely at what is due to them by the law

of nationality, the entire Balkan Peninsula

would have been transformed into one

single anti-Austrian camp. The game
which the Germanic Powers played in

Bulgaria in the winter of 1912-1913 has

proved a masterpiece and a failure. It

was from their point of view a masterpiece
since it smashed up the Balkan League.
It was a failure in that the nation which

the German and the Viennese statesmen
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had chosen for their champion and ally,

and in which they saw the future pre-
dominant power of the Balkans, proved

unequal to its task. The Second Balkan

War was a blunder, if not a crime, on the

part of all the States which took part in it.

Its instigators were the Germanic States,

and the sooner it is forgotten, and its

bad effects are rectified, the better it will

be for the future of the whole Balkan

Peninsula.

Bulgaria's withdrawal from the Balkan

League broke off the spear-head which it

was turning against Austria-Hungary. On
the other hand, Bulgaria's failure, following
as it did on the collapse of Turkey, left

unprotected the Germanic interests in

the Balkans. In 1910 Germany could

count on the support of Turkey and

Rumania, by far the two strongest Balkan

States. Four years later her only faithful

follower in the Balkans was the Mpret of

Albania, Prince William of Wied. German
influence in South-Eastern Europe had

sunk lower than it had ever stood since

the Congress of Berlin.

Meantime Russia was arming on an
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increased scale. She was preparing for

operating on the
"
sick man "

in Austria,

and was bound sooner or later to challenge
the German influence and dominion in the

Southern regions of the European Middle

East. The strain of what might best be

called a condition, not of armed peace,
but of passive war, a condition which had
since 1912 threatened to become chronic

in Eastern Europe, was telling heavily on

the financial resources of Austria-Hungary,
and even on those of Germany. The
Germanic Powers decided to act. It is

quite likely that they entertained hopes of

repeating their coup of 1909. A fresh

humiliation of Russia would have re-

established their shattered prestige in the

Balkan Peninsula ; Rumania and Serbia

would have been taught that it is more

profitable to gain the good graces of the

Germanic Powers than to defy them.

Still, it is difficult to see what good effects

the Kaiser expected to be brought about in

Russia by a new humiliation. It is possible
that he was just as ready to welcome an

immediate preventive war against Russia

as a diplomatic victory over her.
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Undoubtedly a dissolution of Austria-

Hungary and the consequent diminution

of German influence in the European
Middle East could not have been avoided

in the long run, but skilful and patient
hands could have continued for many
years still to weave queer patterns on the

chequered warp of Eastern Europe without

snapping the threads.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

THE reasons which make a State go to

war, very seldom, if ever, cover the results

which it hopes to achieve in case of success

after having once entered into the war.

We have gone to war in defence of the

neutrality of Belgium and of the integrity
of France, yet we should be sorely dis-

appointed if all its sacrifices resulted in

nothing more than the restitution of the

status quo ante bellum.

The problems of the present war can

be roughly classified in three categories :

those created by the war itself, those

incidentally raised by the war, and finally

those which are its true, central problems.

By a curiQu&accident the interest which the

different problems present to us stands in

an inverted ratio to their general, his-

torical importance. The proper indemni-

fication of Belgium is a problem created

only by the war itself, and it is probably
the one which touches nearest the feelings

of the average Englishman. Next to it in
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his estimate come the problems incident-

ally raised by the war, i.e. that of the

French in Alsace-Lorraine and that of

the Danes in Schleswig. The great pro-
blems of Europe East of the Rhine, or,

to be more exact, of Europe on the Vistula

and the Danube, are lost to him in a mist

and, at the best, merely emerge in the

form of vague hack-phrases about Prussian

militarism and "
poor, unfortunate Po-

land." And yet it is there, in the East

of Europe, that are to be found the central

problems of the present war. We have

entered it over West-European questions
and we want to see them settled in a way
which we consider just and reasonable.

Still, we ought to realize that future ages
will judge the treaty of peace which will

close the present war, mainly according
to the settlement that it will bring to

the nations of the European Middle East ;

their future welfare, almost their very

existence, is now in the balance.

Mr. G. K. Chesterton, in one of his

books, tells the story of a man who set

out to discover a new island in the South

Sea ; at last he sighted a strange shore on
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which he landed with all the sensations

of the intrepid explorer, only to find him-

self confronted by the Brighton Pavilion.

Thus he had all the joy of discovery and
all the comfort of being at home. Simi-

larly, we may go all the world over, follow-

ing up the problems of the present war,

and we may examine them in the most

conscientious manner ; as final result we

shall, however, discover that the present

war, which started ostensibly over an

Austro-Hungarian problem, is actually

being fought over the problems of the

Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. Our expe-
dition to the South Sea Islands will, in the

end, bring us back to Brighton.
" But then," the average Englishman

will answer, "it is not with Austria or

Hungary that we are primarily concerned.

We are out to crush the hateful spirit

of Prussian militarism which is a menace
to Europe worse than war ; by doing that

we shall confer a lasting benefit not only
on ourselves, not only on the small nations

of Europe, but on that great and powerful

community the German people themselves."

It is pleasant to listen to such noble
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sentiments, it is interesting to compare
them with similar declarations in the

past, it is impossible to guess what their

exact meaning can be in the minds of

those who utter them. A hundred years

ago a European Coalition fought, not

France, but its tyrant Bonaparte. Forty

years later a nephew of that oppressor
was put at the head of France by the

choice of its people because they saw in

him the living symbol, the incarnation of

the Bonapartist legend. In 1870, Prussia

proclaimed war, not against France, but

against the
"
usurper

"
; Napoleon III

declared war on Prussia in defence of the

freedom and independence of the smaller

German States in particular and of the

German nation in general. At the present

moment, plenty of honest Germans believe

that John Burns and Ramsay Macdonald

are the true representatives of England,
and that Germany is fighting merely

against a gang of criminals with Sir Edward

Grey at its head. It is one of the oldest

of the
"
great illusions

"
of Europe to

think that governments with which we
are not in sympathy do not represent the

/ i / A
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spirit of their nation, but on the contrary
are hateful to it. Those who expect a

profound nioral revolution in Germany as

the result of this war are as much mistaken

as were the Germans who hoped that the

fall of Napoleon III would break the

military spirit of the French nation. The
Kaiser may lose his crown, the Hohen-
zollerns may go into exile, even the Jun-

kers may be swept away, a junto of

Berlin Socialists may rule Germany, and
militarism will survive as long as there

remains alive one single true German

capable of bearing arms. M^itarisj

Germany is not the creed of one caste,

itiss the Irvii^faitir^)^
A large majority of the German Socialists

fight in this war with no less ardour

than the Prussian Conservatives. German
militarism cannot be crushed by defeats

inflicted by foreign armies, nor will it be

uprooted by means of sermons delivered

by foreign peace missionaries, however
much sympathy the latter may feel for
"
that great and powerful community the

German people.'
5

^J^rrmnyhas forced

war on us, we have a good right to kill
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as many German soldiers as come within

the range of our guns or rifles ; but

nothing can give us a right to impose on

the German nation our views or to inter-

fere in its private affairs, and militarism is

primarily a matter of their own national

ethics and of what they call their Weltan-

schauung (view of the world.) They would

no doubt be happier did they adopt a

different view of political and international

affairs, but we are no more entitled or able

to compel other people to be happy than

to force them to be wise.

If German militarism survives, will the

present war leave Europe in as bad a

position as before its outbreak ? Not neces-

sarily ; the war will weaken the forces

of German militarism, and by reasonable

action on our part we can guard against
a recrudescence of its power, though we
cannot possibly stamp out its spirit.

The drain of military and financial

resources which Germany suffers in the

present war must weaken her power for

at least the next five or ten years. ,Twenty

years hence, the effects of the present
war will once more make themselves
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felt. The numbers of conscripts in the

class of 1915, and probably also that

of 1916, will rank very far below the

average of the preceding years ; that

average will not be recovered even in sub-

sequent years. The German birth-rate

has already been falling rapidly during the

last twenty years ; the war will accelerate

that process to a very serious extent.

The great loss of young men killed in the

war, the inability on the part of most of

the permanently invalided to support

families, the decrease in the number of

married couples, the economic distress

which the present war will necessarily

cause in Germany, the difficulties which

the survivors fit for work will find in

supporting those dependent on them (their

number will be increased by the invalids

of the present war), all these are factors

which will not fail to cause a further

serious fall in the birth-rate. l The rise

of a united Germany and a united Italy
1 It is sometimes argued that poverty is evidently

no check on the birth-rate as the birth-rate is

everywhere highest among the poorer classes of

society ;
but then the difference between poverty

and impoverishment ought not to be overlooked.
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has put an end to French hegemony in

Europe ; the rise of Slavdom will terminate

the period of German predominance. But
it was neither the union of Germany, nor

the defeats of 1870 resulting in compara-

tively slight losses of life that have made
it impossible for France to put into the

field forces numerically equal to those of

Germany and that have changed the

spirit of French militarism. The effects

of Metz and Sedan would not have been

of any greater permanent consequence
than had been those of Fontenoy or

Rossbach, had not France, in Moltke's

words, continued to lose battles against

Germany every year. Since 1871 the

population of France has become practi-

cally stationary, whilst that of Germany
has increased during the same period

by about 60 per cent. The present war
will reduce the population of Germany to

a stationary condition in much shorter

time than it would have otherwise taken to

reach it. Her national forces must suffer

owing to the war, whatever the conditions

of peace will be ; a nation which has

reached its full national unity and inde-
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pendence cannot increase by means of

war its own national resources. The only

gain which a united nation can attain is

Empire over other nations. But Empires,
unless they build on sound foundations,

frequently prove rather a strain on than

a support of national power.

It is hardly possible to be too emphatic
in demanding that, in so far as truly
German districts are concerned,

1 the

territory of the German National State

ought to be left untouched, whatever

defeats Germany may suffer. Even more,
should any German districts, at present

comprised in the Austrian State, wish

to be joined to Germany, no sensible

statesman ought to attempt to prevent
their union. A great nation cannot be

seriously weakened by being deprived of

10 or even 20 per cent, of its territory or

population ;
it would be merely embittered

by such measures. It is absurd to hurt

an enemy whom one cannot annihilate,

1 This of course excludes the French, Danish, and
Polish provinces now comprised in the German

Empire.
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and nothing adds more to the strength
and military spirit of a nation than to

have suffered real wrongs. The German
State must be allowed to survive in its

integrity, but the Germans must be de-

prived of the Empire which they now
exert over other nations. Germany's
French, Danish, and Polish provinces sup-

ply, however, only a very small proportion
of those who have to fight in the present
war on the German side though every-

thing German is loathsome to them.

Austria-Hungary is Germany's Empire
and comprises most of her non-German
"
heritage

"
; it is therefore imperatively

necessary for us to endeavour to break up
its frame and organization. The Austro-

Hungarian State gives Germany the power
of disposing of the military resources

of almost forty millions intensely hostile

to the German nation. Many men dying
in the Austrian lines pray with their

last breath for the victory of the

Allies. It is an outrage against humanity
that these people should be compelled
to fight for a cause which not only is in

no way their own but is even hateful to
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them. The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy
must cease to exist.

" Are then the majority of
'

Austrians
'

hostile to their own State ?
v

will be the

question asked by the average English-
man. The Englishman's insularity is his

joy and his ignorance is his pride : he can

hardly be expected to understand the

mysteries of Austria-Hungary. Ardent

admirers and passionate friends of Great

Britain have been interned in concentra-

tion camps in this island together with

their worst traditional enemies, whom
only now at last Englishmen in general

recognize as also their own. They have

been thrown out of employment on a

parity with Germans for the mere memory
of their original subjection, even if now
united to Great Britain by the covenant

of naturalization. Insult has been heaped
on non-German "

Austrians
" and injury has

been added to it, merely because it sur-

passed the understanding of the average

Englishman that, as one writer recently

put it, men born in stables are not horses.1

1 The treatment meted out in Great Britain to

non-German Austrians stands in an extraordinary
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Sixty years ago Prince Gortchakoff,

then Russian Chancellor, answered the

question about Austria and the
" Aus-

trians
"

: :

"
L' Autriche n'est pas un Etat,

c'est un gouvernement."
x Indeed Austria

hardly deserves to be called a State,

least of all in foreign politics. Ten nation-

alities live under its rule, each of them is

pursuing its own national aims and follow-

ing out its own particular interests with

a practically total disregard for that

which cannot be called their common

good, as there is no community between

them, but which may be best described as

the interest of the ruling family, of the

Viennese government and of all those

who are dependent on or connected with

contrast to that accorded to them in Russia, France,
and Serbia. An exception has been recently made
in a law court in the case of two Polish Princes

from Austria ; they were officially recognized to be
"alien friends," though in strict law they should

rank as
"
alien enemies." But what about those

who are not princes and cannot use as reference any
Englishman with a

"
handle "

to his name ? After

a regrettable delay the government at last recognized
the existence of friendly

"
alien enemies," but we

could hardly say the same about public opinion even
at the present moment.

1 "
Austria is not a State, but a government."
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them. For each of the ten nationalities

inhabiting
"
Austria," its connection with

the Austrian government is un mariage de

convenance, they find their liaisons de cceur

outside the boundaries of the Austrian

State. Of these different nationalities, no

two have ever seriously attempted to strike

out a common line in foreign politics ; hence

their divergent interests and leanings have

come to neutralize one another, and as the

result of that state of affairs we find the

Viennese government free to make its own
choice in foreign affairs. The only outside

influence with which it has to count is

that of the Magyars, the dominant nation-

ality in the other half of the Dual Mon-

archy
x

; the influence of the latter has

1 The late Austro-Huhgarian Foreign Secretary,
Count Berchtold, is of Magyar extraction, and his t

wife is a Countess Karolyi ; also the present Foreign -^

Secretary, Count Burian, is a Magyar ; the moving
spirit in the Dual Monarchy during the whole present
crisis has been the Hungarian Premier, Count Tisza ;

the power behind the throne in the Austrian Foreign
Office and the chief anti-Serbian influence is a

Magyar, Count Forgach of Friedjung fame. At
the outbreak of the war the Austrian Ambassadors
at Paris, Rome, St. Petersburg, and Berlin were all

Magyar aristocrats.
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always been hostile to the Slavs, though

friendly to Great Britain and France.

They have hatched, together with the

German government, the anti-Serbian plot,

they have, to their intense annoyance, un-

expectedly found themselves landed in a

war with the Western Powers. There is not

a single nationality in Austria-Hungary,

always excepting the Germans, which now

approves of the war.

The majority of the different nation-

alities inhabiting Austria willingly left

the management of foreign affairs to the

Viennese government, as they expected it

to secure the existence of the State and to

abstain from rash enterprises. The long,

uneventful years during which a Pole,

Count Goluchowski, held the office of

Austrian Foreign Secretary, represent the

conception of foreign policy which the

non-German nationalities of Austria im-

agined themselves to have in common
with the aged Emperor. Most nationalities

inhabiting Austria acquiesced faute de

mieux in the existence of the Austrian

Government and State. In recent years
its rule has seldom been oppressive ;

even
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the least favoured nationalities in Austria

were still far better off than were the

non-German nationalities in Germany,
the non-Magyars in Hungary, and most
of the non-Russian nationalities in Russia.
"
Austria

" was pretty well what the

different nationalities made her ; the in-

fluence and claims of the Austrian Germans
were everywhere an irritating nuisance

but they nowhere amounted in recent

years to downright oppression. Still there

has been nothing either grand or inspiring
about the existence of Austria.

Religion alone might have remedied in

Austria the lack of national unity. Ninety

per cent, of Austria's population are

Roman Catholics, the majority of them

pious Roman Catholics ; yet the Austrian

Church has probably contributed less to

the living ideas of Roman Catholicism

than any other of its branches. JThe
failure of religion to take the place of

nationality implies in Austria the final

failure of the State. Disraeli wrote in his

Lothair :

" Poor Austria ! Two things
made her a nation, she was German and
she was Roman Catholic, now she is
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neither." She is only a government. She
has been, not a home for her nationalities,

but an hotel or boarding-house. They have

quarrelled, they have hated one another,

they have abused their managers, they
have cursed their fate, and yet up till now
most of them were by no means peculiarly
anxious to move out. Only to its three

least numerous national groups, to the

Italians, to the Rumanians, and to the

Serbians, who had their own homes just

beyond the border, was Austria a prison.
To many of the other nationalities Austria

has been a shelter against storms raging

outside, and in future and, let us hope,
better ages they will have to think with

a certain mixture of sentimental, tolerant

sadness of that poor old house in which,
after all, they were able to live and to

grow. They will repeat the words in

which Sainte-Beuve commemorated the

period of Louis Philippe's reign :

"
J'ai su

apprecier les douceurs de ce regime . . .

ses facilites pour 1'esprit et 1'etude, pour
tous les developpements pacifiques, son

humanite. Mais il est pourtant impossible
de faire d'un tel regime dans son esprit et
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dans son ensemble, quelque chose de

grand . . . quelque chose dont on soit

fier d'avoir ete contemporain."
x

The present war has broken the spell

of the sad idyll of Austria's despondent

quietude. Whilst the different nation-

alities were discussing and developing
their own plans and hopes, the roof of the

house suddenly fell in on their heads.

They could never again go back to live in

it, never again would they find peace in it.

Men have been pressed into the service of

a cause which is not their own. The

Austro-Hungarian government has com-

mitted an outrage on the nationalities

inhabiting its land. Austria-Hungary has

swelled the tide of German aggression and
has almost doubled its forces. Its mere
existence has raised the hopes oFGerman

Imperialism and widely extended tlxe

sphere of German influence. The Austro-

1 "
I knew how to appreciate the mildness of that

government . . . the facilities which it offered to

the mind and to study, to all pacific developments,
its humanity. Still it is impossible to make out of

such government in its spirit and in its sum-total,

something grand . . . something of which one would
be proud to have been a contemporary."
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Hungarian Monarchy must therefore cease

to exist.

Europe has to be rearranged in accord-

ance with nationality. Imperialisms have

to be eliminated from the homes of the

European nations. The Italians inhabit-

ing Austria, the Rumanians of Transyl-
vania and the Bukovina ought to join

their own national States. The Serbo-

Crotians of Dalmatia, Bosnia, and Herze-

govina, of Croatia, Slavonia, and the Banat

ought all to unite with Serbia and Monte-

negro in a great South-Slav State. The

small, separate nation of the Slovenes

might perhaps enter into some kind of

federation with the Serbo-Croatians. The
Poles and the Ruthenians in the North-

East will have to join their compatriots in

the Russian Empire, the Tchechs, Slovaks,

and Magyars ought to form independent
national States of their own. The Aus-

trian Germans, stripped of all power over

other nations, must be left free to go
wherever they choose. But German in-

fluence has to be limited to German land,

it has to be pressed back from the

Italian and Slovene regions in the South,
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from the Polish, Tchech, and Magyar
districts in the East. Unless Austria-

Hungary is now dismembered "
root and

branch "
many wars will still have to be

fought before we arrive at a stable settle-

ment in that part of the world. The

disruption of Austria-Hungary will go far

to diminish for the future the danger of

war in Eastern Europe, though we can

hardly hope for a complete and immediate

appeasement of all its national struggles.

The elimination of German influence from

Eastern Europe forms an indispensable

preliminary of free development in those

regions, and its accomplishment is equally

necessary for the safety and security of

Western Europe and of the British Empire.
An Austrian statesman said in 1848 :

"
Oesterreichs Sprachenkarte ist seine

Magna Charta." J The same applies to

Europe at large. Only by due regard for

its national divisions can its true freedom

be achieved. If such a rearrangement of

the map of Europe will be the result of

the coming World-Congress of Peace, the

year 1915 may still mark in history the
1 "

Austria's linguistic chart is its Magna Charta."
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real close of the nineteenth century, which

has been primarily the Age of Nationalities,

just as the year 1815 marks its beginning.
The freedom of all nations in Europe will

mean an end to all Imperialisms within it.

But then, the future of the white race lies

with Empires, that is with those nations

which hold the vast expanses of land out-

side Europe, with the British Empire, the

Russian Empire, and the United States,

none of which is in its essential parts an

Empire in the old meaning of the term.

Their mutual relations, their internal de-

velopment, and their relations to the

coloured races will in all probability form

the chief contents of the history of the

twentieth century. We have reached a

parting of roads and we are settling out-

standing accounts ; and, what is more

important, by our present action we are

once more securing the possibility of free

development for those distant countries

with which lies the future.
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